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APPENDIX As PUBLISHED WORKS OP THOMAS GOODWIN

In spite of the fact that he lived in a "pamphlet glutted" age, he was seldom
drawn into the whirlpool of literary warfare. The loud epithets of paper pantomime
which warped the personalities of many of the greatest Puritan figures never enticed
Goodwin. Dr. W. K. Campbell has written recently, that the moderate Independents
including Goodwin, stayed out of the pamphlet press because of political astuteness.
William M. Campbell, The Triumph of Presbyterianism (Edinburgh* The Saint Andrew Press,
1958), p. 108. But this is to misunderstand Goodwin's basic nature, a nature revealed
very clearly in some of his correspondence with John Goodwin early in I64O (or perhaps
1659)» John was attempting unsuccessfully to draw Thomas into a skirmish over the use
of Church covenants. But his efforts were fruitless because Thomas wanted a "larger
Compass" and "more time" to answer. This correspondence between John and Thomas Goodwin
is found in the Wprk3 of the latter, Vol. IV (London, 1696), p. 47* Thomas Goodwin was
not given to writing premature theological systems on the exigencies of the moment? he
wanted time to think and to write, just as he did in I658 when he wanted Thurloe to
secure Irish funds for him so that he could retire from Oxford and finish some of his
books. The books which Thomas Goodwin wrote are listed below and the ones with an

asterisk (*) are those particularly useful in the study of the Presbyterian-Independent
controversy. The list was compiled by comparing the catalogue of the British Museum,
the Thomason Catalogue, the McAlpin Catalogue, the Works (1696 ed.)» and the Works
(1861 ed.).

Agravation of Bjnne. . .1637* I638 (two parts),
1639, 1643, 1650, found in Vol. IV, Works. (1861 edition)

Select Cases of Conscience. . .1651, found in Vol.Ill, Works (l86l ed.).
This was a collection of earlier publications such as Child of Light
Walking in Darkness and the Return of Prayers.

Child of Light talking in Darkness. . .(preached eight years before
according to the epistle "To the Reader"), first entered on April 19,
1635» 1 36 (part two), 1638, 1643, reprinted in John Wesley's A Christian
Library, vol. 6, 1819 edition, and also in the first number of a series of
Ancient Reprints which began in 1855, found in Vol. Ill, Works (l86l edition)

Christ Set Forth.....Meant as a preliminary to another about acts of Justifying
Faith (To the Reader), 1642, 1643, 1645, 1647, 1651, 1653, reprinted in
1831, 1841 and in vol. 10 of Doctrinal Puritans. 1847* It appeared in vol.
6, 1819 edition, of John Wesley's Christian Library, found in Vol. IV,
Works (l86l edition)

Christ the Universal Peacemaker* or the reconciliation of all the pedple of God
notwithstanding all their difference's (London* I63TT. This is found in vol.
V. Works (1861 adTT.

Discourse of the True Nature of the Gospel. . .(l695)« There is a copy of this
in the British Museum, but Goodwin's two books entitled The Glory of the Gospel
and Jl Disoourse of the Glory of the Gospel, vol. IV, Works (lS6l ed.), did not
appear until 17^3, when vol. V, of the original edition of the Works was
printed. There is no title by the name of The True Nature of the Gospel in
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any collection of Goodwin's Works we have seen.

Encouragements to Faith* • .1645* 1647# 1650, found in Vol. IV, Works
(.1861 edition!

Exposition on Fpheslans and Revelation. . .vol. 1P 2, 1842-44» Excerpts of
Goodwin's Revelation appeared in 1796 in connection with the French
Revolution's having been predicted by him. This is found in vols. I,
IIy Works (1861 ed.)

Sphesians and the Attributes of God. . .1835

Glories of Christ. 1818 (two issues), abridged by Isaac Watts, 1746

•^Government of Churches. . .1722, 1696 Of the Constitution. Order, and Discipline
of the Churches of Christ (London! I696), vol. IV, Works (original edition).
Also bound in this same volume is The Government and Rise inline of the
Churches of Christ, nronos'd familiarly by way of Question and Answer which
is a summary of the longer book on Church government. Gome correspondence
between John Goodwin and Thomas Goodwin concerning the use of Church
Covenants is appended to the end of the volume.

G1 ironse of 2ion'a Glory1 or. thp Church's Beauty Specified. Briefly lavd onen
in a, sermon, at a general fastday in Holland. (London» I64I), bound in
vol. XII, Works Tl86l ed.) The authorship of this senaon is discussed
elsewhere in this thesis. Vide supra on eschatology.

''"The. Great Interest of States and Xlngdoir.3. A 3ermon Preached at the late Fast
Before the Commons House of Parliament. Feb. 25. 1648 (London* 1645/« also
bound in vol. XII, Works TTb61 ed.)

Heart of Christ. . .1642, I65I, 1819# vol. 6 of Wesley's Christian Library.
found in Vol. IV, Works (1861 ed.). In the nineteenth century, this hook of
Thomas Goodwin's stirred up an academio storm, because it was alleged that
it inspired the Roman Catholic devotion to the Sacred Heart. On this whole
question, vide Stephen Leslie Sidney Lee (eds.), Dictionary of Hational
Biography (London* Smith, Elder, & Co., I89O), pp. 148-150, XXII; et BritishWeakly. (June 9» 1898) vol. 24, p. 134 on La Colombier, etc. (The actual
date of the Heart of Christ's first appearing is variously given. The
D.N.B. gives it as 1643# but a copy dated I642 is in the McAlpin. Collection.)

Most Holy end Profitable Savings of Thomas Goodwin...1680 (?), found in Vol.
XII, Works (1861 edition).

Patience and its 'Work. . .written after the destruction of his library in the
Great Fire of London, 1666, 1667, 1838, found in Vol. II, Works (1861 ed.)

Return of Prayers. . .1636 (two editions), I658, I64I, 1645# 1651# 1819# vol. 7
of Wesley's Christian Library. 1823, 1825, 1939* This acknowledges
indebtedness to a nobleman indicating that he had taken refuge with him
during the years prior to his departure for Holland. This is found in
Vol. Ill, Works (1861 edition).

*A Sermon of the Fifth Monarchy. Proving bv Invincible Arguments. That the Saints
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shall have a Kingdom here on Earth. Which la vet to come, after the Fourth
Monarchy is destroy'd by the Sword of the Saints, the followers of the Lamb.
Preached by Mr. Tho. Goodwin, on hev. $.9, 1°. By which it will appear, that
it is for the same Truth (that formerly was so much contended for) that some
of the People of God suffer at this day. (tondon* 1654). Apparently, this
sermon was omitted from the ^ork3.

State of Glory. . .copy of which is in the British Museum, dated I654. There are
two sermons of Goodwin with this title, however* Of the Blessed State of Glory
Which the Saints Possess After Death, vol. VII, Works Tl86l ed.)j et An
Immediate State of Glory for the Saints of Just Men. Boon Dissolution.
Demonstrated, vol. XII. Works (1861 ed.). Another, hy a similar title is
hound in vol. Vs Works (I7O3), entitled Of the State of Glory to which Christ
is exalted in Heaven.

Triumph of Faith, a copy of which is dated I8I4 in the British Museum. Goodwin's
great hook on faith is in vol. VIII, Works (1861 ed.), in three parts* I. . •

Of the Object of Faith, II. . .Of the Acts of Faith, III. • .Of the Properties
of Faith.

Tryall of Christian Growth. . .first printed during his absence from England, i.e.
1639 (To the Reader), 1641, 1643» I65O, 1819 (vol. 7 oT Wesley's Christian
Library), found in Vol. Ill, Works (l86l edition).

Treatise of Heaven. . .1638

Extracts from Thomas Goodwin called "A Sweet Morsel, or divine Cordial" hy
Philip Rose, printed 1829.

Two discourses of Punishment of Bin in Hell (l693)» British Museum. Another is
dated 1680, Of the Punishment of Bin in Hell, also found in the British
Museum. Goodwin's sermons on this subject axe bound in vol. X, Works (l86l
ed.), entitled An Unregenorate Man's Guiltiness Before God, etc. and the
Xlllth Book concerns "the punishment of sin in hell."

Vanity of Thoughts. . .l.*37» 1638 (two editions), 1643> I65O, I85O, found in
Vol. Ill, Works (1861 edition)

*The World to C^me? ££ the Kingdom of Christ Asserted. . .1655, bound in vol.
XII, Works (1661 edition)

•SEerubbabels encouragement to finish the temple (London* I642), bound in
vol. XII. Wprks (1861 edT)

Several tracts were issued by Goodwin under joint authorship with others and
all omitted from tho collected Works*

*A Copy of a Remonstrance Lately -slivered in to the Assembly By Thomas Goodwin.
Jerem* Burroughs, liam Graenhill. 'William Bridge. Philip Hie. Bjdrach
BjiP3on. and Willian Carter. Declaring tho Grounds and Reasons of their
dec? ir.lng to bring in to the Assembly, their model 1 of Church Government.
(London* 1645)» no- found in 'Works.

^Independent's Declaration. • .1647
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*The Princirle3 of Faith. presented by Mr. Tho. Goodwin. JJr. Nyef Mr. Jydrach Simscm
and other Ministers to the Committee of Parliament for Religion. Thomson's
date is Nov. 2, 1654» Tn Holland,, this was published under the title Dq
Pondar.enten des Geloofs. representsort by Mr. T.G., Mr. Nye. Mr. 3_. Simpson.
on 8ndere ministers, den da Gocoamitteerdens van't Parloment. ter saecke van

relifrie. etc. (Amsterdam? 16*54)• Goodwin's Principles of ^aith were not
universally acclaimed. Thomason says that on Nov. 28, 1654* Christopher
Atkinson's The Sword of the Lord drawn and furbished a/ratnst the man of sin.
In answer to §, vavor by Thomas Gooiwine. one Nyo. and. Jydrach Jvap3onr appeared
in answer to it.

""'The Grand Debate Concerning Fresbiterv and Indooendencv By the Assembly of Divines
convened at Westminster by authority of Parliament. etc. (1652).

•^Reasons of the Dissenting Brethren. • .1645* 1648

*The Humble Proposals of Mr. Cwen. Mr. Tho. Goodwin. Mr. Dye. Mr. Jyrapson and other
Ministers under debate by a. Committee for the furtherance and prouagation of
the Gospel in this Nation. (I652).There is a reprint of this in the Trans¬
actions of the Congregational Historical Society. IX (1924-1926), 21ff.t
article entitled "The Independents of 1652" by P.J, Fowicke. This is the first
time that Owen's name precedes Thomas Goodwin's at the head of the Dissenting
-Brethren. Vide appendix article on the leadership of the Brethren.

•frApologetical narration. • .(1643* several editions), and reprinted in Haller's
Tracts on Liberty. 1934« Unfortunately, the Narration is not included in
the Works.

This tract was a petition to Parliament for a limited toleration of the moderate
Independent party. It set forth the general principles of their church polity
in the. most modest and advantageous language. The importance of the document
to the history of religious toleration can scarcely be underestimated. G.P.
Gooch, in his Unrli3h Democratic Ideas in the Jevontoenth. Century (Cambridge*
University Press, 19277* p.Ill, says that it mark3 a turning point in the
history of Independency in England.

Very probably, Thonas Goodwin never authored a more controversial piece of
literature. It was immediately beset on every hand by literary violence.
The literary situation surrounding the Narration was so confused that John
Goodwin wrote, in his A, Reply of two of the Brethren to A.T. etc. (London*
n.d.)9 p,l, that "many Replyes in a few weekes Li.s. to the Narration]
app§&ringly have turned the world, if not the Church, upside downej most men
seeming to bee resolved before the Arguments are solved." 3aillie, too,
mentions the literary storm raised by the Narration* saying that "many pens
» • .has fallen more sharplie than we on their Apologetick Narration." Vide
a public letter of April 2, 1644* The Letters and Journals of Robert Baillie
etc. (ed. by David Laing, Edinburgh* printed for Robert Ggi©, 1841), p.
146, II. The lists sue found ir, Wilbur K. Jordan, The Development of Religious
Toleration in England 1640-1660 (I-ondonJ George Allan & Unwin Ltd.", 1933]*
p.3?Gn} et William Haller (ed.), Tracts on Liberty ip the Puritan Revolution
1638-1647 (New York* Columbia University Press, 1934)* PP*51*52. Haller
discusses tho Narration at length in chap. VI entitled, "The Appeal to Public
Opinion". It is to be hoped that the work of the Rev. Ernest Parsons, West
Bromwich, will soon be forthcoming. He has been preparing a history of the
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A-pologgticaii Narration for several years.

The date of the A-pologetioall Narration has given much cause for discussion.
Henry Martyn -Dexter, The Gorurrerat ionalism of the "ast Three Hundred Years
As Been In Its Literature (London' Hodder and -Houghton, 1876-79)» P»659»
gives the general date of January, 1644. A. H. Drysdale, History ox the
Presbyterians in Englandt Their Rise. Decline, and Hevival (London*
Publication Committee of the Presbyterian Churoh of England, 1889), P»299t
reasons that it must have been February, 1643/4 when it first appeared.
Bssiuel R. Gardiner, History of the Great Civil War 1642-1644 (London*
Longmans, Green, and Co. I89TJ9 p.268, I, hesitantly suggested that its
date was January 1, 1644* hut even the author doubted his own suggestion.
The confusion results primarily from the system of dating. In England, the
old style of dating prevailed until 175C, whereby the first of the year
came on March 25th, corresponding with the Parliamentary calendar. In
Scotland, however, the new style of dating from January 1st prevailed from
1600 on. The Narration itself bears the date 1643 » hut this includes any
time from Flareh 25th, 1643 to March 24th, 1643/4* Heradt Gustafsson's
The Five Dissenting Brethren * A, Study On the Dutch Background of Their
Independentisa (Lund* C.W.K. Gleerup, 1955/» p.9ff» gives a more complete
discussion of the date of the Narration reasoning that the date of its
distribution to the Assembly was January 4th, 1643/4 and that it was
printed in December, 1643. Edwards, in hi3 Gangraena, p.50, Part II,
asserted that the Narration came out in December, 1645, but if this is true,
then he saw it before the members of the Westminster Assembly, which seems
not at all likely. It is tMs reference upon which Gustafsson relies for
his dubious opinion. Thomason dated it January 3rd, 1645/4- H.M. Hethering-
ton, in his History of the Westminster Assembly of Divines (Edinburgh *
James Gemmell, 1878, fourth edition^, p.187, dates it at the end of January
or early February, 1643/4. Baillie's first mention of it is in a letter of
February 18th, 1643/4. Vide -Baillie's Letters, op. cit.. pp. 129-130, II.
Gustafsson's reference to Haillie in this regard is pp. 420, 421, I, which
seems to be a different edition. In a letter of January 1st, I643/4,
Baillie's Letters, op. cit.„ p.128, U, there is no mention of the tract
which seems strange if Edwards was authentic in saying that it came out in
December. The date must be somewhere between Jan. 1, 1644 and Feb. 18,
1644, but could hardly be after Feb. 9» the date 'Thomason gives for
Roger Williams's Queries. The difficulty remains to determine exactly
what prompted its publication and the subsequent date. Gustafsson is
probably right in saying that its appearance was connected with some¬
thing that happened in the Assembly towards the end of December, but un¬
fortunately, there is a gap in the published minutes from December 20th
1643 to February 15, 1644• Vide Five Dissenting Brethren, op. cit.. p.12.
Gustafsson's admission that it is a "hazardous work to decide what it
finally was that compelled the brethren to publish this tract" (Loc. cit.),
is further enhanced by the fact that the credibility of both Edwards and
Baillie is extremely doubtful. Since Gustafsson relies on these two wit¬
nesses for his reasoning, the subsequent conclusions are questionable.
Baillie's complete statement is as follows*

"At last, forseeing they behooved ere long, to come to the point
they put out in print, on a sudden, ana Apologeticall Narration
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of their way, which long had lyen readie "beside thorn, wherein
they petition the Parliament, in a most slie and cunning way,
for a tolleration, and «ithall lends too bold uype3 to all Reformed
churches, as imperfyte yet in their reformation while their
new modell be embraced, which they sett out in genQrall 30 well
farded as they are able. This piece abruptlie they presented to the
Assemblie, giving to every member a copy? also they gave books
to some of either House." This a pears in Letters, on. cit..
p.129, 13°, PI, Febr. 18, 1644, to W. Bpang.

If Bail lie is right in saying that t ey had possessed the Narration for
some time before its first public appearance, then we must yet find a
reason for its eventual release. B&wards, in his Antapologia, on. cit..
p.5, believed that the document was issued in order to offset the criticism
of Independents outsid9 the Westminster Assembly who were unhappy with the
agreement of their loaders not to gather any more churches. Vide supra
on "Gathered Churches". Gustafsson, op. cit.. p.12, suggests that the
petition of the Baptists from Amsterdam for a full liberty of conscience
was the occasion of the Narration1a appearance. But there is perhaps
another possibility which better fits the facts. Ligktfoot records that
the Scottish Cooiu.issioners gave out copies of a book of their own church
government to the members of the Assembly on January 24th, 1643/4 in his
The Journal of the Proceedings of the Assembly of Divines,: etc. (ed. by
John Rogers Pitman, London: 18247, p.119, Works, vol. XIII. Cf, Carruthers,
op. cit., pp. 111. 112, who discusses this Scottish book. The day follow¬
ing (January 25th), Stephen Marshall brought in a further paper from the
Scottish Commissioners. Vide Lightfdot, op. cit.. p.119. Such an open
attempt by the Scots to influence the Assembly in favor of their system,
we believe, was the immediate reason why the Independents decided to
release their Apoiofretlcall Narration. If this is so, then the tract
appeared after January 24th. Neither the Minutes, Lightfoot's Journal,
nor George Gillespie's Notes say anything about the Narration being dis¬
tributed anytime in January, which seems strange if Gustafsson, et al.
are correct. Mdwards contended, in fact, that the tract was intended to
embarrass the Boots, because the Independents recognised the® as their
real antagonists [Antanologia. op. cit.. p.53• And if this were true (as
probably it was) then the Narration appeared after the Scottish documents.
It would also lend light to Alexander Forbes's statement in his Aa Anatomy.
op. cit.. p.3, that tho Apology came onto the stage in "a nick of time".
Furthermore, it better explains Roger >'» ill lams's intention when he wrote
his Queries of Highest Consideration etc. addressed to both the Apologists
and the Scottish Commissioners. In tho public mind, there is little doubt
but what the Narration and the Scottish "book" on government were connected
with each other. It might be that the Narration prompted the Scottish
answer as well as vice versa. Baillie remarked that the Scots intended
to vindicate themselves from its aspersions [surra! but there seems to be
little on either side to prove conclusively the argument. Both William
Hailer and Wilbur K. Jordan disagree with this hypothesis. They say that
the Scots brought out their apology afteithe Narration appeared in print.
Vide Mailer's article entitled, "The Word of God in the Jeatminster
Assembly", Church History. XVIII (Dec., 1949), p.212| et Jordan, op. cit..
p»37^«« I*ut if Baillie's statement is true that the Apology had been in
existence a long time before it came out in print, it is certainly
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possible that the Scots had seen it and prepared their answer before
January 24th. That the Independents did not rush into print with their
apology is almost certain, because of (l) Baillle's assertion that they
had had it a long time before they presented itf (2) because Thomas Goodwin,
its principal author, would never allow anything with his name on it to be
published prematurely! (5) on the day the Narration was distributed in
the Assembly, Baillie [Letters. ot>. cit.. p.130] tells that the Independents
gave a huge feast for all the members, indicating a certain amount of
preparation for the event.

The complete works of Thomas Goodwin began appearing soon after his death in
1680. Volume I. . .1681J II, 1683! HI# 1692| IV, 1697* V, I7O4.

They were condensed by Babb in 1847-50 in four volumes. Vide Leslie Stephen
and Sidney Lee (ads.), Dictionary of National Biography. (London* Saith
Klder, & Co., 1990)» vol* XXII, pp. 148-I5O, on Thomas Goodwin.

The best but unfortunately still incomplete edition appeared in 1861 with a
memoir by Robert Halley in twelve volumes.

Several of Goodwin's pieces were evidently not published until the first collection
of his works appeared after his death. These included such books as his Government of
Churches and others already mentioned. Besides the editions in the collected Works,
we have found no earlier editions of the following!

Of the Creatures, and The Condition of Their State By Creation,
vol.VII, Works (1861 ed.).

Of Gospel Holiness in the Heart and Life, vol. VII, Works (1861 ed.).

Tfarw Spiral Agsa of cfartptifrna i& Fifth oftQaisreg, vol. vii,
Works (1861 edition).

fen's Restoration By Grace, vol. VII, Works (l86l ed.).
On Repentance, vol. VII, Works (1861 ed.).
Of Christ the Mediator, vol. V, Wprkjs (1861 ed.).

I&3. Supqrenlnpppp Cj&jst Abpv? Mogga, vol. V, Voxka (1961 Qd.).
The One Sacrifice, vol. V, Works (l86l od.)«
Reooncillation By the Blood of Christ, vol. V., Works (1861 ed.)»
Three Sermons on Heb. 1.1.2.. vol. V, Works (1S61 ed,).
A Discourse of Election, vol. IX^ Works (l86l ed.).
A Discourse of Thankfulness, vol. IX, Works (lS6l ed.).
The Knowledge of God the Father, and His Son Jesus, Christ, vol. IV
Works (1861 edTT.
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Of the work o£ the Holy. SMsl (lM 'Jfrlrd Pgrgon $1 ike. ^Eiaijbl) la
Our Salvation., vol. HI, Wprk3 (1861 ed.).

In addition to these works written bv Goodwin, himself, the following is a
list of works written by others which he assisted in bringing to the presss

Treatise of Evil of Evils by Jeremiah Burroughs. . .1654 (eighth book).

Jeremiah Burroughs, 9th, 10th, 11th Books. . .1655

Jeremiah Burroughs, Four Books on the 11th Chapter of Matthew. . .1659

Jeremiah Burroughs, Gospel Conversion. . .1648

Jeremiah Burroughs, Gospel Worship. . .1648

Jeremiah Burroughs, Bare Jewel of Christian Contentment. . •

1648, 1649. 1845

Jeremiah Burroughs, Two Treatises. . .1649

S. Coles, the Elder, A Practical Discourse of God's Sovereignty. . .

1678, I7O8, 1718, 1768, 1794 (letterto the reader written by John
Owen, Thomas Goodwin, and S. Annesly)•

*John Cotton, Kevs of the Kingdom of Heaven. . .1644 There was probably no
more important book to the Presbyterian-Independent Controversy ever
published than this one. Through it, John Owen was converted to In¬
dependency in 1645. Vide Daniel Cawdrey, Independency Further proved

.fohisa. 0& A survey of Dy. Owens Review gf Ma SL Sohiamt
With a Vindication of the Author from his Up.lust-clamours and false
aspersions. (London, 1658), p.47J .et cf. Fletcher, op., cit.. p.39. IV.
The book, in spite of its usefulness to the Independent cause in England,
often embarrassed Goodwin. Vide supra on Presbyterians using it in the
Westminster Assembly.

R» Dingley, Spiritual Taste Described. . .1649 (address to the reader by
Thomas Goodwin). This hook first came out under the title of The Spiritual
Taste Desoribed or a. Glimpse of Christ Discovered (London, 1649)* Accord¬
ing to the Magdalen Library, the book was published two years later under a
new title, Divine Relishes of Matchless Goodness, etc. (l65l)« Vide John
Rouse -Bloxam, fellow and Librarian, A Register of the Residents. Fellows.
Demies. Instructors in Grammar, and in Music. Chaplains. Clerks. Choristers,
and other Members of Saint Mary Magdalen College in the University of Ox¬
ford. from the Foundation of the College to the Present Time.(Oxfords
1867), P.133. V.

John Preston, Doctrine of the Saint's Infirmities. . .1630 (?), 1636, 1638,
(an epistle written by Thomas Goodwin and T. Ball is prefixed)

Richard Jibbes, Excellence of the Gospel above the Law. . .1639 (published
by Thomas Goodwin and Philip Nye)
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John Preston, Golden Bpeptsr. . .1638 (ed. by Thomas Goodwin and T. Ball)
John Preston, Life Stomal* . .1631 (two editions), 1633* 1634* epistle

dedicatory by Thomas Goodwin

John Preston, Sermons preached before the King. . .1631, published by Goodwin

Richard Sibbes, Bowels Gnened. . .1639* 1641* ed. by Thomas Goodwin and
Philip Rye

Richard Sibbes, Christian Portion. « .ed. by Goodwin

Richard Sibbes, A Fountain Sealed. . .1637* 1638

Richard Sibbes, The Spiritual Han's Ala. • .1657

G. B. Lownd], Vpysfi, Prfffl • *1659

Jeremiah Burroughs, Excellency of H&Iy. Courage. • .1661

Jeremiah Burroughs, Exposition on Rosea IV-X. . .I65O

Jeremiah Burroughs, Exposition on Hogea XX-XIII. . ,1651

Jeremiah Burroughs, Gospel Reconciliation. • .1657

Jeremiah Burroughs, Tonth Booh. . .1654

Jeremiah Burroughs, Treatises of. • .1656

Samuel Torshell, Hypocrite. • .Preface written by Thomas Goodwin according
to correspondence with S.W. Garruthers to whom we are indebted for
this bit of information

John Norton, Responsio ad Totaa Quaestionum etc. (London; 1648), epistle to
the Header," Lector Benevoli" signed by Goodwin, Nye and Simpson,
dated, London, Feb. 16th, 1647/8.

Thomas Hooker, A Survey of the Gumma of Church-Discipline, etc. (London! 1648).
Goodwin appended an epistle to this book, dated April 17th, 1648.

In spite of the fact that Richard Baxter would not recommend on® single book of
Thorns Goodwin, Baxter does speak highly of John Goodwin, John Robinson, and John
Owen, as well as other Independents. Vide Lirectorv. p. 196-7* P&rt III. The sur¬
prising thing about Baxter's comments is that lie mentions at least 110 books in his
"The Porrest Library" and 888 books in his "Poorer Library" and 4O4 books in his
"Poor Man's Library". . .a total of 14^2 books. Although the list includes books on
medicine, geography, history, as well as theology, it is significant that the name of
Thomas Goodwin is notoriously absentI

There is much historical evidence that Goodwin was read by many not only in his
own day, but also in succeeding eras. Witness the many different reprints of several
of his works a Witness, too, the testimony of John Goodwin in 1639* that anonymous
literary pieces were even then circulating under the name of Thomas Goodwin although
he had no hand in their production. Publishers sought to increase their circulation
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by surreptitiously using the name of Goodwin. Correspondence, op. ait., p.40.
Evidently, Thomas Goodwin was already widely known and read. VoTness also, the
testimony of the anonymous publisher of one of Goodwin's sermons who mentions having
read several other of Goodwin's works. Thomas Goodwin, A Sermon of the Fifth Monarchy,
etc. (London* 1654), "To the Reader", unpaged. Once, Parliament passed a resolution
forbidding the printing of any of Goodwin's sermons without his approval. It is note¬
worthy that the foregoing sermon has no notice of Parliamentary approval or sanction
to print it and it ip assumed that it was stolen by the publisher#

A letter from a Mr. Jos Tilsley concerning the purchase of books for the library
at Bolton is typicals

"I spoke with some chiefe of Bolton, whose desire to have no erroneous
Authors Or that have any tincture thereof, though mixed w[ i]th never so
much other good matter for feare of infection* Partioulary by all meanes
they would Not have One Independent writer in all the number, by any
meanes how excellent soever for feare of any of there falling in love
wiijth the way for the man's sake. This makes I have purposely omitted
many excellent authors e.g. Tho. Goodwins, Mr. Burroughs, Greenhill, Caryl,
Bridge. . .Shepheard. As alsoe upon the other accompt Br. Jerem. Taylor,
Hammond, Chillingworth, Baxter#" (Richard Copley Christie, "The Old Church
and School Libraries of Lancashire", printed for the Chatham Society,
(1885), p.23, dated April 5th, 16553

The significant features of this evidence are*

(1) It comes from a Presbyterian stronghold, i.e# Lancashire!

(2) it shows how high a reputation was placed on the lives of the Independent
leaders whom it was feared might lead men astray because of their holinessf

(j) it shows that Thomas Goodwin was more feared than any other writer as an
opponent of Presbyterianis® in that he topped the list of banned books{

(4) it testifies that Richard Baxter's books were banned in a Presbyterian
community because it was thought that h® was an Episcopalian along with
Jeremy Taylor, Hammond, e£.§L. (Lancashire was not the only place where
Independent hooks were not welcome. The General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland prohibited them in 1647. yide Haribury, on. cit.. p.604, 332, III.)

It is also known that some of the hooks of Thomas Goodwin were purchased for the
Manchester Church Library in I665 (?)• Christie, "Libraries", on. cit.. p.45# The
reference says that these were the "Dorics" of Thomas Goodwin, but this is a mistake,
because the Works did not appear until past 1681. More likely, the book was Certain
Select Caaea st Conscience (1647). At any rate, it was bought for the phenominal price
of §/6.' lipc. pit., ftnt. A couv of Certain Cases (London* 1647) ^3 in Magdalen Hall
and was sold eventually by Hertford College. Fide Andrew Clark (collected by), The
Life and Times of Anthonv Wood, frptiquary, of Oxfpyd, 1dqscribpd &L ijtogall.
(Oxford: printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press, 1891), p.
viii, II. The editor says that he saw this book in the shop of Mr. B. H. Blackwoll,
29th Dec. 1891 with an inscription* "Liber aulae Magd. Qxon. 1656, ex dono Johannis
Ryland." A copy of Baxter's Saints Everlasting Rest. 6th edition, (1656) was also sold
along with Goodwin's book and seen in 1891 by the editor. Baxter had not yet eclipsed
his fellow puritan and both were deemed unwanted at the same time! Another copy of
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Goodwin's Select Ga383 was bought for the Buxton Library for 6/6 according to a
catalogue of 1659# Christie, op. oit., p.58.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Wilson in hia Dissenting Churohes.
op. ci^«, p.4^4* LII, wrote that the Works of Thomas Goodwin "used to be sold for
wast® paper, Lbut] now obtain a high price". And Andrew A Bonar, in his Letters of
Samuel Rutherford (Edinburgh and London* Oliphant Anderson & Ferrier, reprint of 1891
edition!/ p.618, ftat., described Goodwin's books as being "invaluable".

Wins Gaps'® greatest disciple, Alexander %yto, once said!

"L©t them [any young minister] put aside all ephemeral and all
impertinent books till they have mastered Goodwin, and see what
their beat people will say about their preaching. God bless you and
them, is the prayer and benediction of a lifelong student of Thomas
Goodwin." (frcaa The Spiritual Life? The Teaching of Thomas Goodwin As,
Received and Reissued bv Alexander Whvte. etc. (Edinburgh and London*
Oliphants Ltd., n.d.5, p.138.)

Throughout the seventeenth century, writers repeatedly referred to the books of
Thomas Goodwin. William Kiffin, one of the most respected Baptists, read Goodwin's
Ghilae of Light and was strongly influenced by it. Vide William Haller, The Rise
Puritanism, etc. (New York! Columbia Gniversity Press, 1938), p.265. Stephen Ford
quotes fXom Goodwin and sixteen others in his "An Epistle to the Church of Christ in
Chipping Norton" (Oxford, 1657)* Geoffrey P. Nuttall, Visible Paints (Oxfords Basil
Blackwell, 1957), p.132. If Baxter would not recommend any of Goodwin's books, at
least there is evidence that he, himself had read some of them. Vide e.g. his Church
Concord* etc. (London* I691), p.53» °n p»28, he cites Goodwin's preface to Cotton's
Revs.John Tillinghast cited the sermons of Goodwin regarding the Jews. Vide Nuttall,
op. cit. s p.153. William Bartlet, in his \ X N T P& 4* I A or a Model of jjjjg.
Primitive Congregational wav* etc. (London* 1647), p.82, referred to Goodwin's lectures
on Bphesians. Facetiously, Thomas Goodwin is mentioned in a poem written against
Hobbes's Leviathan-——as if the author had read some of Goodwin and still went to hellI
Vide John Hunt, Religions Thought in England from the Reformation to the End of Last
Gentur? (London* Straham & Go., 1873), p.408,1. Hugh Peters wrote a little piece called

Father's Last Legacy to an Onelv Child (l66l) as he was about to be executed.
A®ong other advice, he wished his little girl to collect "a little English Library" of
approved authors, "Bod, Sfbbes, Preston, Gouge, Thomas Hooker, Thomas Goodwin, and
Baxter"• Cited by William Haller, "The Word of God in the Hew Model Army", Church
History (March, 195^0, no.l, vol.XIX, p.JO. Five years after Thomas Goodwin was laid
to rest in Bunhill Fields, Thorns Jolly speaks of having picked up and read a copy of
Goodwin's treatise on Psalm 8588 at ^time when he needed to be renewed in faith and
repentance before appearing at the assises. Henry Fishriek (ed.), "The Note Book of
the Rev, Thomas Jolly A3) 1671-1693*% (printed for the Chetham Society, 1894), P.76,
dated, Nov. 16S5 (?)•

A book order written in the form of a letter to Mr. Val Grroond, dated August 11,
I698, says* "The Goodwin I was a looking at You may send me if it be not gone."
Richard Trappes—Lomax (ed.) "The Biary and letter Book of the Rev. Thomas Broadbank
I67I-I7G9", (printed for the Chatham Society, 193®), p.136. This man feared that the
book would be gone indicating that other's, too, were on the lookout for some of Goodwin's
works. Another letter, written previously to Mr. Orraond, July 22, I698, says*

"If you have not parted wtiSth yt Goodwins antiquities I had some
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mind of wt he] n I ms *1 i]th you, You may Keep it for
mo, and I shell either come or send for it." Ibid.. p.lJO.

Goodwin's book on the Havelation evidently had a wide circulation. Several
writers in the seventeenth century as well as the eighteenth referred to it. Benjamin
Keach took violent exception to it in his Antichrist Stormed (1689), an answer to
Goodwin's eleventh chapter of Revelation. Increase Mathex*, in his A Sermon Shewing.
That the presort Dispensations of Providence declare. That wonderful Revolutions in the
World are near at Hand,* etc. (Edinburgh* 1713)» P*24» quotes from it. Vide also The
Jkansk Reypiutj-op ^xtra^fr? firoy.pxpgaftUas &£ jfoa.Marala&ffl.laxm
eminent divine of both Universities, in the beginning of the last century. (London,
a.a.) si also Bfttqalfens, predjetgd, jfcgg. hundred TOTTS * A Prophetic description of
the Tygftfe fre^ay, coded from Goodwin's Exposition of the F-evelation. Works.
1683- Vol. II. no. 65-57 (Cheltenham, a.a.)

In the nineteenth century, too, there was m awakening of interest in Thomas
Goodwin. Not only were his works published several times during this period, but he
is referred to by many different writers in different connections. Robert Barclay,
writing in The Inner Life of the Religious Societies of the Commonwealth (London*
Hodder and °toughton, 1876T7 P»587» inadvertently gives one of Goodwin's Westminster
Assembly arguments against Presbytery, evidently without knowing the original author
of it. W® find Lr. Pye Smith referring to Goodwin in 1806, favoring communion every
Lord's Lay. Vide Albert Peel, Christian freedom. The Contribution of Congregationalism
to the Church and to the World.(London* Independent Press Ltd., 1938), p.72, who cites
this pamphlet of Lr. Pye's. Still another scholar, Lr. Black, a friend of Alexander
T>'<kyte, once raised the question of Lryden's having been influenced by Goodwin's interest
in Ovid's 15th Book, Petamorphoses. Barbour, ££,. cit., p.600.
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APPENDIX Bs THOMAS GOODVOB, LEADER OF THE DISSENTING
BRETHREN AT THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY

To what extent Thomas Goodwin was regarded as the Independent paragon, the
Presbyterian bete noire, is not easily determined in history books. The practice
of many writers in neglecting him and the difference of opinion among those who
have remembered him, causes the student serious difficulty in determining Goodwin's
proper place in history.

In no way has Thomas Goodwin been more palpably misunderstood than at the
Westminster Assembly, the years I64O-I65O especially. The central consideration
for us is whether or not he was the recognized leader of contemporary Congregational-"
ism. Until now, at least, there has been very little agreement about this question.
Wilbur K. Jordan, Development of Religious Toleration in England. I64O-I66O (London!
George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 195bT# p.121, says that John Goodwin (and not Thomas) was
the "intellectual leader of the Independents". Probably, Jordan is reading back some
of the twentieth century admiration for John Goodwin into his estimate, but nevertheless
there are many who would agree with the statement. Another writer thought that William
Bartlet "was the spokesman of the Independents generally." P. J. Powieke, (ed.)
Essays. Congregational and Catholic, p.292. Others have given the nod to Jeremiah
Burroughs, one of the Dissenting Brethren in the Westminster Assembly and whose books
were subsequently edited and published by Thomas Goodwin et al. E.g. Robert Baillie,
The Letters and Journals of. • .(ed. by David Laing, Edinburgh! Robert Ogle, I84l),
p.505, I, letter dated Feb. 28, I64I from London speaks of "Mr. Burroues and hi3
colleagues." Cf. S.W. Carruthers, "Authorship of An Anonymous Pamphlet", Journal
of the rresbyterlan Historical Society of England. Vol. 6, (1956-1959)# P*57»
identifies an obscure pamphlet entitled The Petition for the Prelates briefly examined
(1641) with the one Baillie referred to in his letter mentioned above. If this be
true, then in I64I Burroughs was thought by some to be the leader of the Independent
party. Winthrop 3. Hudson, in an article entitled "Denominationalism As a Basis for
Ecumenicity! A Seventeenth Century Conception.", Church History. Vol. XXIV$ no. 1,
(March, 1955), P.57# says that Burroughs was "the most influential spokesman of the
Dissenting Brethren" in the Westminster Assembly. John Hunt, Religious Thought in
England from the Reformation to the End of Last Century (London! Straham & Co., 1875)»
p.2O5 n., mentions fourteen outstanding Westminster Assembly divines but nothing of
Thomas Goodwin. Jeremiah Burroughs is the only Independent on the list.

Several writers have suggested that John Owen was the leader of the Independents,
but most of these would say that Owen's star did not shine in its brilliance until the
late 1650*3 and post-restoration eras. Baxter thought that Owen had become the leader
of the dissenting brethren in the l650*s. Vide Geoffrey P. Nuttall, Visible Saints.
(Oxfords Basil Bl&ckwell, 1957), P»l6. Cf. A True Catalogue or an Account of the Several
Places where Richard Cromwell was -proclaimed Protector. (165977 pp. 25-25, which states
that Goodwin was the spokesman of "above an hundred Congregational churches from several
parts of the nation." Cited in Godfrey Navies, The Restoration of Charles II, 1658-
1660 (London! Oxford University Press, 1955)# p.10. It was Thomas Goodwin and not
John Owen, who presented the Savoy Declaration to Richard Cromwell in 1658. Nor would
it see® that Owen was held in higher regard than Goodwin in the early Restoration era.
A letter of Hook© to Goffe, June 24, I665, tells how Charles II sent for the Independent
leaders including Goodwin, Nye and Caryl and "Dr. Goodwin being their mouth, by agree¬
ment, acquainted the King (of the Congregatiorial1st views)"} cited in John Haddington,
Congregational. History. 156.7-1700, In Relation to Gontemnoraneous Events. and the
Conflict for Freedom. Purity. and Independence, iLondon? Longmans, Green, and Co.,
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1874), P.579.

Other writers place Owen at the top of the list of prominent Independent leaders.
Vide Montagu Burrows (ed.), "The Register of the Visitors of the University of Oxford,
from A.D. 1647 to A.D. 1658," (Printed for the Camden Societyt 1881), pp. xxxviii.
xxxix, who said that Owen was the "leading divine of the Independents" in 1654 (?)*
et G .E. Whiting, Studies in English Puritanism from the Restoration to the Revolution
1660-68 (Hew York and Toronto! Maemillan Co., 1931), p.76.

Another testimony to the Restoration leadership of Thomas Goodwin is a tract
entitled The Lawfulness of hearing the Publike Ministers of the Church of England, etc.
(London! 1683), which has his name listed before Owen's on the title page as a leading
Independent. Both are superceded by Philip Nye and John Robinson however. Owen has
been more easily remembered by succeeding generations because of his connections with
popular controversies in the press. Thomas Goodwin never was.

A crowning attempt to elevate John Owen into prominence as a leader of the In¬
dependent eause is found in Earnest A. Pavne, The Free Church Tradition in the Life of
England (London! 3.C.M. Press Ltd., 1944/, P»5®, who mistakenly says that John Owen
was "one of the five dissenting brethren present at the Westminster Assembly." Owen
was not invited to take part in the Assembly, was never present there (even as a visitor
so far as the records show), and was not converted to Independency until some time after
the reputations of the other "dissenters" were well established in obloquy.

There is only one serious contender with Thomas Goodwin for top honors in being
named "leader of the Independents". It is Philip Nye. Many historians have named him
chief of the dissenting brethren in the Assembly. Among these is Thomas M'Crie, Annals
of English Presbytery (London! James Nisbet, 1872), p,170f. One contributing cause to
this view of Philip Nye is an engraving which has hung in many Congregationalist homes.
It shows the divine in the foreground with the other Dissenting Brethren behind him and
the Presbyterians in the Westminster Assembly glowering at them from the shadows as Nye
championed both civil and religious liberty. The picture gives a completely erroneous
idea on two counts! first, because Nye was not the leader of the Dissanting Brethren,
and secondly, because none of the Dissenting Brethren championed as much liberty as
some have been willing to believe. W. H. Stowell, in his History of the Puritans in
England and the Pilgrim Esthers (London.! T. Nelson, 1849), gives sketches of Nye and
Burroughs as two leaders of the Dissenting Brethren in the Westminster Assembly, but
fails to mention Goodwin (pp.271-282).

Just prior to the convening of the Assembly, Philip Nye and Stephen Marshall were
delegated by the Parliament to go to Scotland and to entreat for a league and covenant.
The choosing of Nye for such a task has been interpreted by some to mean that he was
the recognized leader of the Independent party in England in 1643* Vide Adam Stewart,
Some Observations and Annotations Upon the A-polopreticall Narration, etc. (London! 1645),
epistle, unpaged} et Baillie, Journals, on. cit.. p.81, II, who speaks of Nye as the
"head of the Independante". But this action could be interpreted in at least four
different ways! (l) that Ny was the true leader (2) that Parliament had overestimated
the strength of the Independent party and of Nye's position which is what Stewart
thought (3) it was only a sop by the Presbyterian critics of Independents (4) Nye
had more political influence than any other Independent of the day. Probably, the last
is closest to the truth. Albert Peel, in his article entitled "Congregationalism in
1655", Transactions of the Congregational Historical Booletv. XIII (l937~1939)» P*
l?3n., asserted that Philip Nye and William Bridge were the two leaders of the Dissent¬
ing Brethren. The same opinion is also expressed in Peel's edition of The Bavov
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Declaration of Faith and Order. 1658 (London? Independent Press, 1959)# p»17» Douglas
Nobbs, "Philip %e on Church and State," The C&sbridjxe Historical Journals V? 1,2,3,
(Cambridge? University Press, 1955# 1956, 1957)# found in V: no. IH, 1955# P*41#
wrote that Nye "has been coupled with John Goodwin as one of the most original minds
among later Puritans." Max J. Patrick, Hugh Peters. A Study in Puritanism. (University
of Buffalo Studios? Publication fund), Vol. 17? no.4(March, 1946), p.160, exaggerated
the influence of Nye and Peters on Cromwell's Triers. This questionable view was also
shared by W.M. Hetherington, History of the Westminster Acsemblv of Divines (fourth
edition, ed. by Robert Williamson, Edinburgh? James Gemmell, 1878/, p.422, appendix.
Much of the overeatimation of Philip Hye by recent historians probably has its roots
in Hetherington's opinions. The Presbyterian historian accused Nye of reviving Laud-
ianism (p.426) and of being a great politician. This latter charge emanated originally
from Daniel Neal. Loc. cit. Again and again Hetherington referred to Nye as the
leader of the Dissenting -Brethren. Vide pp.427, 565- He ascribed to Nye all the blame
for failure to agree in the Assembly (p.545) and accused him of joining with Henry Vane
and Oliver Cromwell to prevent the Independent party from adopting Presbytery (p.227,
228). Alexander F. Mitchell, The Westminster Assembly (London? James Kisbet & Co.,
1885), pp.195# 196 also exaggerated Nye's importance in the Independent cause at the
sederunt.

Whenever Richard Baxter listed the names of the Dissenting Brethren, Nye's usually
preceded Goodwin's. Vjde Reliquiae Baxterianae? etc. (London? I696), pp.75# 1^5, Lib.
I, Part I. William K. Campbell, The '"riunnh of Presbyterian ism (Edinburgh? The Saint
Andrew Press, 1958), p.103, promulgates the teaching that Nye was the leader and Goodwin
only an expounder of the former's doctrines. Of. ibid., pp.113,115,126, et passim for
Nye's supposed leadership. R.W. Bale, History of English Congregationalism (London?
Eodder and Stoughton, 19°7)» pp.269, 271, 265, 284, 287, mentions Nye's name first be¬
fore Goodwin's as one of the "five conspicuous Congregationalists". S.B. Gardiner,
History of the Great Civil War 1642-16.49(London? Longmans, Green, and Co., 1894-1898)#
p.262, I, averred that "Nye. • .acted a3 the mouthpiece of the Assembly Independents."
A few historians have declined to make any deoision of prominence between Nye and
Goodwin, mentioning them both as leaders of the Westminster Assembly Independents. Such
e.£, axe Phillip Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom with A, History and Critical Notes
"(New York? Harper & Brothers, 1878), p.757I et the Bicentenary of the Assembly of
Divines at Westminster, held in Edinburgh. July 12th 15th. 18451 containing jl full
and Authentic report of the addresses and conversations.(Edinburgh? 1843# published
under the Sanction of the Assembly), p.34f«» which cites part of an address by Thomas
M'Crie.

Over against '-he foregoing' list of scholars who have named Nye as the principle
spokesman of the Westminster Independents, the following have disagreed infhvor of
Goodwin? Horton Davies, The Worship of the Snglish Puritans (Westminster? Dacre Press,
1948/, p.44? Oliver Lawson Dick (ed.T. Aubrey's Brief Lives (London? Becker and VTarbur
Warburg, 1949), p.355? Berndt Gustafs3on, The Five Dissenting Brethren? etc. (Lund?
I955)» P*45? William Hallsr, The Rise of Puritanism, etc. (New York? Columbia University
Prea3, 1958/, p.75# calls Goodwin "the most decisive figure and the great disturber of
the Westminster Assembly"; also reiterated in his article, "The Word of God in the
Westminster Assembly," Church History. XVIII (Dec., 1949), P»209? David Masson, The
iifg. SSL M10. Milton? etc. (London? Laemillan and Co., 1859-1894/, P»22, III; Geoffrey
F. Nuttall, Visible Bairfe (Oxford? Basil Blackwell, 1957/# p.13? et John Wingate
Thornton, The Historical Relation of New England to die Enrrlish Coismon-realth (Boston?
1874# private printing), p.52.

Disagreement among the various historians regarding the leadership of the English
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Congroretional party at anv riven period of the seventeenth century is part of the
raison d'etre of f is thea'n. Three lines of investigation lead to tho conclusion that
Thomas Goodwin has been overlooked as perhaps the greatest and cost influential In¬
dependent of 1640-16'0„ Theso three areas of investigation ares (l) the various docu¬
ments and literary productions put out by the Independent loaders of the period almost
always have Thomas Goodwin's name first as though he wore the prima mover in these
affairs? (2) a careful statistical study of the primary documents relating to the West¬
minster Assembly show conclusively that Thoraas Goodwin exercised more influence than
any other person of either party? (3) the testimonies of various members of the
Assembly that Goodwin was the recognized leader. « .and not ihilip Lye.

In every Instance we have discovered, when Thomas Goodwin and Ihilip Bye collaborated
on the publishing of any piece of literatur>, the former and not the latter seems to have
ta) en the initiative and his name appears first. John Norton, Besponsio ad Totarn
Quaestiorma hvIIoron etc. (Londini? 1640), epistle to the reader, "lector Benevoli",
signed by xhoraos Goodwin, Philip Lye, and Bydrach Jimpson, dated Feb. 16, 1647/8? Thomas
Hooker, A Survey of the Snmn of Church-bisoinline. etc. {Pontons 1643), epistle from
Thomas Goodwin tolling how he was ached to peruse tis book in th > printers, an indica¬
tion of the esteem others had for him &3 the literary spokesman of the moderate In¬
dependents? John Cotton, The Ho-. en of the Kingdom of heave -. eto. (London? 1644, re¬
printed in Boston by Tap-pan and Jennet, 1843), epistle has Goodwin's name before Nye's;
Jeremiah -burroughs, Bore Jewel of Christian Contentment. (Lon 'on* 165:J) has Goodwin*s
name before any of tho other publisher-, including lye. Vid3 -Appendix "A" for several
more ioint works of Goodwin and Bye. Uvea in the joint pastorship which Ihilip Nye
and Thorns Goodwin held in the Congregational Church in Arnhoim, the latter was given
precedence over the former. Thomas Bdwnrds, in his Antanologjp.? etc. (London* 1646),
p.118, in spaaking of the mediation between the churches of Arnheisa and Hottardura gives
no indication that Goodwin was not the solo pastor of the church. There is no mention
of %3. In listing the Independent loaders in Westminster, Hdw&rds usually placed
Goodwin's nnne before Lye's. Vide pp. 166, 167, &,»£» In Goodwin's biography written
by his son, there is no mention of Bye being pastor of the Arnheiia church either.
Vide The or!<a of Thomas Gcodrin (London? 1704), p.xviii, V.

Furthermore, in the various dccrments of tho >»estainster Agatxibly, Goodwin's
name always appears first and then %e*3. On February 3^d, 1547/h, Goodwin was named
along with Jeremiah »<hi taker to peruse "such Tapers and Writings lof the Assembly] as
kr« Byfield hath order to frint." The Grand Debate (n.p., IS52), found in tho page
immediately after the title page, buT~unpaged. Eventually, the products of this
investigation were issued a3 the Grand debate and it is significant that Goodwin was
selected to ©lit it. his nane heads tho list of dissenting brethren to every debated
proposition. Of. ©•£•» PP®48» 85, 113f»? 113 » 133, 192® The fact that Goodwin's name
takes precedence over all the others is significant in that he did not always register
his dissent first. Vide appendix article on Dissent in tho Westminster Assembly# The
Apologetioal ifcrration (London? 1643)» jst, A. Copy of a Refionatranco A-u.tcly Delivered in
to the --me:r-ojy "etc. Thornton? I645)» both have Goodwin's nan- at the top of the list of
signers. In a mutual agreement of loading 1 sstminster Assembly Tresbyterinns and
Tnderendento, Goodwin's name comes co-spicuously at the firot of the list. Certains
Considerations to Dja-swade ion from Jhirtb.or Gathering o-i> Chu.ro/ eo in. this present
juncture of Titeo. Subscribed by diverse Divines of the Assembly, hereafter u:-ntionod."
T^ondon? I644T# In the list" of signers. Thomas Good'.in*s carjo is misprinted "John
Goodwin"«

L&rly in the 164-0'g, John Jury selected Thomas Goodwin as the influential Inde¬
pendent nth ^hon to corrcspor-1 about ecclesiastical rapprochement. Vide J. Linton
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Batten, John Durv. Advocate of Christian Reunion (Chicago* University of Chicago
Press, 1944/, pp. 7# 94» 1^1. Significantly, in this correspondence, Goodwin's
na^e precedes Bye' s* A, Epistolary Discourse Written by I.*r. John "Bury to I'r. Tho.
Goodwin a ?<r. Philip Bvef I'r. 4anntel hart lib. Julii 27, 1644. (London* 1644).

Another hit of evidence is thai of Roger Williams v^o rritC3 in his Queries
of Highest Considoration Proposed to Ar. The. Goodwin, ' r. Philip Kyo, nr. ">■ 11.
Bridge. I-r. Jer. ijorronghs, It. didr. Gisrrson and to. the Commissifmors from the
General Assembly (so called) of the Church of Scotland L'ron occasion. of. their
late Printed Apologies for themselves and, their Churches. etc. (London* 1644)$
a3 though Goodwin were the recognized leader.

The primary sources of the Westminster Assembly reveal that Philip r'ye
lacked the respect and admiration which Thomas Goodwin had. Robert Calllie re¬
ported in a letter to his cousin liiiiam Jpang, dated December 7» 1643, that "we
are not desperate of some accomodation! for Goodwin, Burroughs, and Bridge, are
men full, as it seems yet, of grace and modestie*. . . David naing (ed.) The
Letters and, Journals of Robert Raillie, etc. (Edinburgh* Robert Ogle, 1841),
p. Ill, HI. Bye was not included in Bail lie's remark. In an undated letter to
Scotland, 1643* Baillie tells us about the debates over the Directory wherein
Goodwin "troubled us so, that after long debates wo could conclude nothing. Por
the help of this evill, we thought it beat to speak with hia in private; so we
invited him to dinner, and spent an afternoon with him verie sweetlie. It were a
thousand pities of that man; he is of manie excellent parts* I hope God will not
permit him to goe on to lead a faction for renting of the kirk, be and he seemed
to agree prettie well in most things of the Birectorie." Ibid., p.123. Thera is
no record of the Westminster Scots ever having taken Philip Dye to dinner. And in
fact, when Goodwin brought Bye to a meeting of the committee for the Directory,
the Jcot3 thought it "an impudent intrusion." Ibid., p.ljl, Feb. 18, 1644* A
month and a half later the controversy over government was becoming intense and
Baillie again reported that "Goodwin took most of the speech upon him; yet they
divided their arguments among them, and give the managing of them by tnrnes, to
Bridges, Burroughs, Bye, Simpson, and Carryl. Truelie, if the cause wore good,
the men have plentie of learning, vitt, eloquence, and above all, boldness and
stiffness, to make it out;. • Ibid.. p,145» public letter, *rril 2, 1644. la
the fall of the same year, it is evident from Baillie's letters that Coo&win is
the recognized leader of the Independent faction in the Assembly, On Jepteaber
16, 1644, the ->coi reported on the debates over the sins of England which were
supposedly causing military reverses in the field;

"si'e spent two days or three on the matter of a remonstrance
to the Parliament of the sins which provekod Cod to give us
this late stroke* and here we had trie most free and strange
pari ly] that ever I heard, about the evident s.in3 of the
Agtsemblie, the sins of the Parliament, the sins of the army,
the sins of the people, Jhon we were in full hope of a large
fruit of so honest and faithfull a censure, Thomas Goodwin and
his brethren, as their customs is to oppose all things that
are good, carried it so, that all wa3 dung in the howes, and that
matter clean laid by." Ibid., p.228, public letter, dept. 16, I644.

Probably the reason why Goodwin lad in such a debate was that Presbyterians were
trying to insinuate that military reversals were due to failure to suppress sectaries
and heresies and that God was angry at them for violating the Covenant. It is
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significant that in Baillie's mind now, it is "Thomas Goodwin and his brethren".
Lhen the Directory was finally completed and sent up to the Hons® of Commons, the
Assembly wished thet Thomas Goodwin be ono of those delegated to present it. Baillie,
op. eit«. p.242, Gov. 21, 1644, public letter. Evidently, the Assembly felt that
Goodwin wa3 not only the spokesman for hi3 party, hut also that he had some influence
with iarllament and his presence would enhance the reception of their work. During
most oi the '-ear 1645, Goodwin wa3 absent frora trie Assembly -orkinr on the Independent
Louel of Government. Vide supra on Thomas Goodwin's Book on government. And it is
plain that Baillie re/carded his absence with ominous foreboding. vido .baillie, on.
cit., p.291, July 1, 1645, public letter. The year following, Goodwin seemed to be
the leading Independent spirit in the Jub-Coraiaittee on Accommodation set up to bring
about peace between the two V'estrninater parties. Ibid.. r.343» letter of Jan, 20,
1646(7).

George Gillespie gives prominence £0 Goodwin in the Leobaluster debates as did
Baillie. He records that Thomas Goodwin brought tee fir3t argument against Presbytery
on February 5, 1644 • George Gillespie, Dotes of Debates and Iroooadinre of the
Assembly of Divines end other Comniasigners at "'ostninstar. February 16 A.A. to January"lodb. Ted. by David Leek, Edinburgh J Robert Ogle and Oliver and Boyd, 10467, p.lu.
Three weeks later-, Gillespie caught Philip Nye in an inconsistency with the
Applogetical Farration. Ibid.. p.27, Feb. 21, 1644*

Prom the Journals of John Lightfoot, it is also apparent that this Iresbyterian
member of the as tmiaster Assembly considered Thomas Goodwin the leader of the In¬
dependents in the sodorunt. la the debate over ordination by the ministers of London
Lazarus Seaman desired that Goodwin "should state it" (i.e. the proposition). John
Rogers litman, (ed.), The fholo 'forks of the Rev. John Lirhtfoot. eto. (London* 1824),
p.127, Jan. 2§, I644, vol. XIII containing The Journal cf tho Proceedings of tho
Assembly of Divines* eto. In the same debate, Lightfoot records that Philip Rye
attempted to frame the proposition, but that it was unsuccessful. Ibid.. p.129, Jan.
29, 1644- Although Dyo presented a paper on the point in debute, Thomas Goodwin pre¬
sented another, Evidently, even Goodwin did not like the manner in which Dye had
framed his thoughts. Loc. cit. The desire of the Presbyterians to allow Goodwin to
state the questions for debate indicate the high regard in which he was held. On
another occasion, the Assembly voted to postpone a part of the debate on government
because Goodwin was not presort* Ibid.. p.135, Feb. 7* 1644. This may have been
courtesy, or it may have been that the Westminster Assembly would rather have dealt
with the clearer reasoning of Thomas Goodwin than with the othor Independents. Lye
was caught in inconsistency too often. Gn February 9th, 1644, ihilip %e was so
undiplomatic that it "bred some heat," (ibid., p.143) and on February 21, 1644, be
was called to order for not- keeping to the point in debate. Ibid.. p.168. In¬
dicative of Goodwin's leadership is the way Lightfoot speaks of "Ur» Goodwin and
his partners," (ibid.. p.206, Larch 8, I644) but he also speaks of "Dye and his
partners" on another occasion. Ibid., p.252, April 19, 1644* Done cf the four main
primary documents of the Assomb lyvT. e_. Ljgr,tfoot' s Journals» Gillespie's Journals.
the microfilmed unpublished minutes, and the published minutes) have any record of
Goodwin's having been present on this dny, however. He may have been absent.

The official minutes of the Festminoter Assembly concur in. the general picture
painted by individual members present at the sessions. The picture is one of repeated
disgust with the antics of 1'hilip Rye and respect if not approval of Thomas Goodwin.
At the end of the debate over the prefuce to the Directory, a corr.ittoo was appointed
to work out some more of the details. Two Independent members ware appointed on this
committee, Thona3 Goodwin and Jeremiah Burroughs. Lye was not appointed even though
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ha had spoken three times in the preceding debate; Goodwin had spoken only once;'
and Burroughs not at ail. The Assembly did not deem Nye8s contributions in de¬
bate enough to warrant his serving on the committee. Vide Alexander P. Mitchell,
et John S-fcruthors (eds»), Minutes of the Sessions of the Westminster Assembly of
Bjvlnes etc. (Edinburgh and London' William -Blackwood and Sons, 1874-1» p.4,5*
eess. 526, Nov. 20, 1644* In the discussion of January 27th, 1644/5, Tr. Bux*gess
used sarcasm to characterise Nye * s "pedagey" Lpedagogy ?]. Ibid., p.44, cess.
369* Philip Nye was not much respected by some of the members of the assembly.(
Samuel Nutherford was so dissillusioned by lye's deportment on January 31? 1W5,
that he is reported to have said that it was "the saddest session that ever I sat in".
Ibid., p.45, sess. 371* Two months later, on March 27th, 1645, brought in some of
his private propositions on church government which ware debated and immediately
thrown out. Hutherford complained that Nye was creating "new debate". Marshall
averred that these propositions "were contrary to the whole way you have gone." And
Henderson bemoaned that "we thought we had been near to the harbour, and now we are
sailing out into the deep. . Ibid., pp.72, 75, sess. 4^4* %« retorted that he
was only exercising liberty of conscience. One reason why 1'hilip Nye gained few
friends in the Assembly was because he often dissented to propositions all by him¬
self. • .and over seemingly insignificant issues. The other dissenting brethren did
not uphold him in much of his captiouaness. On May 9, 1645, cess. 433, ibid.. p.9^»
he dissented to part of a committee report dealing with inspection of candidates for
lay offices. On July 7, 1646, sess. 672, p.2^2, ibid., he dissented alone to a
proposition against the Hr&stians. The rest of the Independents voted with the Pres¬
byterians. Again, he dissented to a question in the Gat-echism on May 12, 1647, sess.
841, P*365, ibid., without the company of another Independent.

Contrary to the experiences of Philip Nye in the Westminster debates, Thomas
Goodwin often influenced the voting in favcr of his notions. There is no record of
the Assembly ever having passed one of Nye's propositions, nor of his having in¬
fluenced many of the votes with his much speaking or his numerous dissents. On
October 23rd, 1645, Goodwin dissented to a committee report for a petition to Parliament
about the Sacrament. Because of his dissent, the Assembly voted to leave out the ob¬
jectionable parts in the report. The minutes begin to speak of "them" in relation to
the Independents, indicating that Goodwin's dissent had influenced their votes as wall
as his own. Ibid., p.158, sess. 523* 1" the spring of May 1646, the dissenting
brethren asked the Assembly to be made into a committee to discuss the question of ,1us
divinum. Ibid., p.229, sese. 627, May 8. Vide supra on Ju3 Divinum. Their request
was wanted six days later. Minutes, op. clt., p.231, sess. 1>39, my 14, 1646.
Philip Nye had originally made the motion, but it i3 significant that whan the Assembly
appointed ths committee, Thomas Goodwin was named first and Nye second, followed by
Burroughs, Bridge, Simpson, Greenhill, Garter (Jr.), and Phillips. Gonsistent with
his usual procedure, Nye promptly dissented to the terms Imposed on the committee.
Hoc, cit.

The records show that the only time Philip Nye exercised any true leadership
worthy of the name in the Assembly was after Thomas Goodwin had finally departed
having given it up as a lost cause. Vide Infra on statistics relating to the
participation of Independents at the Westminster Assembly. Goodwin had many admirers
at the sederunt. 1 Nye had few. Probably, the only friend he had there wa3 Thomas
Goodwin, himselfJ Three lines of inquiry reveal clearly that Goodwin was loader
of the Independents in the testmincter Assembly.
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APPENDIX Cl PARTICIPATION OP TIE INDEPENDENTS
IN THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY

There are four main primary documents relating to the Westminster Assembly?
(l) John Ligfetfoot'a Jotimal of the Proceedings of the Assembly of Divines* Prom
January X, ib/PS. to Pooember 31 f 1644 T etc, (ed. by John Rogers Pitman, vol, XII
Works, London* 1824)j (2) George Gillespie, Noton of Debates and Proceedings of the
AaaerthIj s>£ Plyipop sihsz: Wgatminst^r. Is&omx 2M& ^pry
164.8, (od, by David Meek, Edinburgh? Robert Ogle and Oliver and Boyd, 1846)} (jl
Alexander F, Mitchell et John Struthers (eds.), Minutes of the -;ea3iona of the west-
q instor Assembly of Pivir.es etc. (Edinburgh? William Blackwood and Jons, 1874) I (4)
the unpublished minutes in Br. V/iiiis®s*8 Library, London, Besides these documents,
there is Goodwin1a book on government (vide surra, chap. II on literature), Baillie's
letters, and a host of pamphlet materials and sermons of the day, Lighifoot'a and
Gillespie's respective accounts cover approximately the same period of time (i.e.
1644)» the year of the debates on church government. They dovetail in many respects.
The official minutes have a long and interesting history, but now reside in Br.
Williams's Library. They are in three volumes? the first volume consists of sessions
45-86, 87-119# 155-198 in three folios respectively} the second volume has the minutes
from April 12th, 1644 to Nov, 15, 1644} and the third volume has three folios embody¬
ing sessions 324-6O4, 601-900, 604-1163, respectively, Cf. Mitchell and Struthers,
on, oit., pp»vi, vii, Unfortunately, there is no record iin vol. I or anywhere else)
of the sessions from July 1st to Aug. 3rd, 1643# during which the first forty-four
sessions were held, Similarly, there are missing the sessions from Bee, 20th, 1643
to February 15th, 1644 (thirty-six sessions). The first and second volumes of the
minutes have never been published although we are grateful to the librarians of Br,
Williams*3 for sending us a conplete microfilm of them, which we examined in the
reading room of the Edinburgh City Library, Volume three of the minutes comprise the
volume published by Mitchell and Struthers (supra), but the sessions do not begin
until sess, 324, Nov, 18th, 1644, and so, we are obliged to depend more on Bightfoot
and Gillespie than we would like for information about that first year of the Assembly,
The microfilmed minutes are almost illegible and it is not surprising that they have
never been sufficiently deciphered for publication.

An history of the Westminster Assembly presented from the standpoint of the In¬
dependents has never been written and the hundreds of extant Presbyterian accounts
have not always given the minority party the credit they deserve in shaping ths
destinies of the famous sederunt. In order to illustrate our sain contentions concern¬

ing Thomas Goodwin, we have printed in the following pages a catalogue of his parti¬
cipation in the sessions alongside a similar catalogue of the other leading participants
The results of this analysis reveal that Goodwin spoke more often (and probably) more
forcefully than any other member of either party. Our statistics mean more, too, when
it is remembered that divines were not allowed to speak at will or at length in the
debates. They were regulated by the chair and by the rest of the constituency, Cf,
Ligfetfoot's Journal, on. cit.. p.272, May 21, for an example of the Assembly's having
to give permission for two members to speak. The regulation of debates became one of
the methods by which the Presbyterians controlled the Dissenting Brethren and even
silenced them on occasions. Vide infra on the sub.lect of discrimination.

And although our statistical studies reveal some uncomplimentary things about the
majority party in the Assembly, they also reveal that there was no discrimination re¬
garding ffnylug appointments for their Independent Brethren, Lightfoot tells us that
on Jan. 15# 1644# "there was an order from the House of Commons, that some of our
Assembly should come to pray with them every morning;. . .in the order in which our
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names stood in the ordinance that called us together, we should go in order,
one to the Lords' House and another to tho Commons." Journal. on. cit.. p.111.
Actually, it would not appear that they always followed this rule, because of the
frequency in which Independents were designated to pray. Probably, more of them
were appointed for this task than, their number in the Assembly warranted. In preach¬
ing appointments, however, there seems to have been seme discrimination. On April
16, I645, sess. 418 (Minutes, op. cit., p.8l), Joseph Carrlll was approved for St.
Magrras, but his fellow Independent. Sydraoh Simpson did not fare so well. On Jan.
15, 1646, sess 775 (Minutes, p.3215, there was evidently a report from the Committee
for Plundered Ministers requesting Simpson to preach at the Chapel in Somerset House.
A big debate ensued and nothing was decided. There was more discussion of the question
on Feb. 4, I646/7, sess. 785 (ibid., p.326), as well as on Feb. 10, 1646/7, sess. 789
(ibid., p.328). On Feb. 16, I646/7, sess.793 (ibid., p.330), the Simpson debate was
postponed and again on Feb. 25, 1646/7, sees. 798 (ibid., p.332). The day following,
a committee for examining ministers for Wales was appointed without any Independents
and it looks as though the Presbyterians were attempting to keep all Oongregational-
ists out of pulpits. Vide Minutes. p.333» sass.799, Feb. 26, I640/7. Simpson's case
came up again on March 2, 1646/7, sess.801 (ibid.. p.333) but was put off because of
his being ill. It was also voted at this time to give no reasons to the Committee
for Plundered Ministers (a Parliamentary body) as to why th® Assembly had delayed
Simpson's case so long. It is uncertain whether or not anything was ever decided
about the case. Simpson's name appears again on July 8, 1646, sess. 877 (ibid., p.
396), when he and Carter dissented to the wording of the Larger Catechism on scandalous
sins, but nothing is said about his appointment to Somerset *fouse. The paucity of
preaching appointments delegated to Independents Is clearly 3een in our charts, and
even though there may have been individual cases such as Carrill's, and possibly Good¬
win's, where Independents were asked to proach somewhere, yet the evidence indicates
that Presbyterians attempted to keep them out. Tfe mention Goodwin as possibly another
exception, because the Mjnute3. p.555, sess. 1145, Dec. 1, 1648, say that he was to
"be approved upon", but the particulars arc missing. This may have been a preaching
appointment or perhaps some other position. At any rate, this is the last time his
name appears in tho official minutes.

Catalogue of Ligrhtfoot's Journal'

Parse Debate Pray Preach Committee

T. Goodwin 170 1 0 2

Sit■-<O 76 G 1 1

Carrill 2 1 0 2

Bridges 54 0 0 1

Carter 16 0 0 0

Simpson 17 0 0 0

Burroughs 41 0 0 1

Woodcock 6 0 0 0

Phillips 1 0 0 0



Catalogue of Lightfoot* s

Name

Henderson (Scot)

Bayley (Scot)
Rutherfurd (Scot)

Gillespie (Scot)

Maitland (Scot)

Wariston (Scot)

Catalogue of Gillespie's

Goodwin

%e

Burroughs

Bridges

Carter

Simpson

Maitland (Scot)

Gillespie (Scot)

Ruterfurd (Scot)

Warriston (Scot)

Henderson (Scot)

Bayley (Scot)

Goodwin

Nye

Gillespie (Scot)

Henderson (Scot)

22

Journal (continued)t

Debate Preach Committee

38 0 0 1

4 0 0 0

70 0 0 0

88 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

Notes'

117

95

52

31

7

1

1

64

24

2

11

1

3 (Mar, 4 s, 16445 May 23, I644? June 5)
[Sub-Committee directory]

2 (April 11, 1644? May 23, I644)
LSub-Committee Directory]

3 (May 23, 1644? June 1644? June 5» 1644)
I Sub-Committee Directory]

2 (June 5, 1644? June 5, 1644)
1 Sub-Committee Directory]
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Catalogue of Gillespie's Notes (continued)s account of the Grand Committee on
Aecommodation

Name Debate

T. Goodwin 5

Nye 6

Warriston (Scot) 1

Gillespie (Scot) 1

Henderson (Scot) 5

Dray Pr?ach Committee

Catalogue of the published Minutes t

T, Goodwin 55 5 0 10

Nye 40 7 1 55

Burroughes 15 5 2 10

Bridge 14 9 0 12

Simpson 12 7 1 8

Carrill 10 7 4 10

Carter 15 18 1 7

Greenhill 4 8 0 5

Phillips 0 1 0 1

Sterry 0 5 0 1

Woodcock 6 1 0 4

Marshall (Presby- 100
terian)

10 (figure includes both
prayer and preaching
appointments)

46

Gouge (Presbyterian) 44 8 (figure includes both
prayer and preaching
appointments)

55

Reynolds (Presby¬
terian)

57 4 (figure includes both
prayer and preaching
appointments)

26



Catalogue of the unpublished Minutes (microfilmed):

Lame Debate &22L Preach Committee

T. Goodwin 551 1 5

Ny© 209 G 2

Bridge 153 0 4

Carter 28 1 1

Burroughss 70 0 4

Simpson 20 0

Woodcock 20 0

Notes All of these figures are only approximate and we do not make persmptorineas our
our guide. The illegibility of the microfilmed minutes make accuracy unattain¬
able.

Section 'a)» j-he Debates in the Westminster Assembly

Bvery member of the Westminster Assembly had to subscribe to the "protestation"
before he could sit in the sessions. Lightfoot's Journal, on. cit.. p.4, July 8, 1645
gives it as followsJ "I, A.B. do seriously and solemnly protest, in the presence of
Almighty God, that in this Assembly, whereof I am a member, I will not maintain any¬
thing in matters of doctrine, but what I think in my conscience to be truth? or in
point of discipline, but what I shall conceive to conduce most to the glory of God,
and the good and peace of his church." Much of the subsequent differences of opinion
k* 'kke sederunt had its roots in the ambiguity of the second part of the "protestation",
because of the subjective nature of determining what was "most to the glory of God" and
the "peace of his church". Thomas Goodwin warned the Assembly that it should "estab¬
lish nothing but what you have full, clear, and general light for. Condemn nothing,
and suffer nothing to be condemned, in which you, in your consciences are doubtful
there may be a truth." Vide John Waddingtom, Congregational History. 1567-1700 etc.
(London! Longmans, Green, and Co., 1874)» p.411. Gf. Carruthera, Svarvdav Work, on.
olt., p.48, who also discusses this speech of Goodwin's in which he feared that min¬
ority views might not be given full liberty of expression.

These early fears of the leader of the Dissenting Brethren proved to be prophetical,
because the primary records of the Assembly reveal many evidences of *rasbyterian dis¬
crimination against the small group of Independents. Besides the matter of dissent and
committee appointments, which have been discussed elsewhere, there were many uncharitable
actions against the minority party in the debates. At the outset, Goodwin and his
fellows objected to the procedure of debate adopted by the Assembly in determining
church government. He wanted to take up the ,ius dlvinum problem first, but the Pres¬
byterians voted that their system "may be" found in the Scripture. Vide his Constit¬
ution. oo. oit.. p.176. Cf. Lightfoot's Journal, op. cit., p.20, Oct. 1", I645. Light-
foot, of course, was one of the leading spirits behind the defeat of the Independent
proposal, because he hoped to avoid premature censure of his Graafianism. The Inde¬
pendents wanted to find out what "should be" instead of what "may be" in the Scriptures,
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but their opponents complained thnt this would take'fe quarter of years debate". Loo.
Goodwin's main contention was that the Presbyterian procedure forced the Inde¬

pendents to prove a negative, that Presbytery "may not be", when it is logically im¬
possible ever to prove a universal negative. Ibid., p.177. He also objected to "the
vast Indafiniteness, and indeterminate -Ambiguity and uncertainty of that Terra 'Pres¬
byter ial Government, over many Congregations'." hoc, cit. A lack of adequate definition
hampered Independent debate. He pointed out that the Assembly procedure enabled
the Presbyterians to prove their government on "the lowest Terms" (i.e. "it may be") and
that the proposition was so worded that it could be defended in many possible senses.
Independents simply did not know what they were arguing against, because the church
was not yet set up, the Assembly refused to define "Presbytery", and the Independent
proposal to discuss ius divinuia first was defeated. -Eventually, the Dissenting
Brethren were forced to debate Presbytery as it was Jle facto in Scotland and this is
what brought the Scots andlndependents into conflict in the Assembly. Ibid., p.179*
Cf. supra, on the .ius divinurr. controversy.

But there is other evidence of discrimination. On March 12, 1^44j there was
some suggestion of an accommodation with the Independents, but Goodwin rightly pointed
out that the Assembly's postposition for Presbytery was already voted and that it was
too late to palliate dissenting voices. Bo doubt such high-handed action only hardened
the opposition in the sederunt. Bridge once complained that the Dissenting Brethren
had been gagged in debate before they could say all in their case. Vide Li^htfoot's
Journal. op. clt.. p.331» Bov. 15, 1644«

One of the most complete arraignments of Presbyterian discriminatory practice in the
Jestminster Assembly is found in the Oopy of a Lemonstrance Lately Delivered in to the
Assembly By Thomas Goodwin etc. (London* lt45)» where the Independents said they had been
wronged in the following particulars* (l) the Assembly laid aside the Independent pro¬
positions on ordination (p.4)J (2) they were refused the right to present papers to the
Assembly unless they were previously appointed to a committee for that explicit purpose
(loo. cit.); (3) the Presbyterians seldom allowed Independents to state the questions
for debate and when they requested permission to do so, were told that "the Assembly
sate not to argue the opinions of a few men, but that if we had anything to say to the
assertion brought in, we might" (loe. cit.); (4) the Assembly refused to take first
things first and determine if "there is a platform of Government for the Churches, under
the Gospel, laid down in the Bcri.pt-,ire" (ibid., p«5)| (5) tho Assembly refused to debate
the central point of the government controversy, i.e. the entire power in a particular
r1 * f's •' ' --- ~ * * " 1 ' ** " "* the

Assembly finally appointed the Independents to a committee for the purpose of bringing
in their model of government. . .but only after most of the main parts of Presbytery
had already been voted, such as ordination, one presbytery over many churches, and
subordination of synods (ibid., p.6)j (s) the Assembly refused to say what it would
do with the Independent model when it was finished (ibid., p«7)» LBaillie, in a latter
of April 25, 1645» Letters,_2P. cit., p»266f., II, admitted that the sederunt never
intended to do anything with the platform of church government penned by Thomas Good¬
win* "the Assemblie purposes not to take it into publick debate, bot to give it to soas
committee, that they may frame an© answer to it, if so it be found convenient."]j (9)
the Assembly refused to accept any part of the Independent model unless it was presented
in Its entirety (loo, cit.). Bo document has come to light which has shown the
V'estminster Presbyterian procedure in a more unfavorable light than this one.

Some of the disputes in the Assembly, however, could have been avoided without
oxng violence to anyone's conscience. Several times, there were instances where
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both sides refused to give the other the benefit of the doubt. Gillespie's Notes.
op. cit., p.34, tell us that on March 5, 1644» "Ihe Independents alleged that the
Assembly did not understand what they voted out of Acts xii:5? xvs4"* In other
words, it was an accusation of ignorance. One of the chief contributing factors in
the debates was that divines often read too much into the proposals of the other side.
For instance, on March 14th, 1644, Goodwin said that he feared a "snare"in one Pres¬
byterian proposition. . .but he wasn't sure what it was. Vide Lightfoot's Journal,
op. cit., p.215. Again, on May 1, 1644, the Independents evidently agreed with the
Westminster Assembly's proposals, but debated them on the grounds that they suspected
a hidden meaning which was opposed to Independency and in favor of Presbytery. Ibid..
p.257. And the Presbyterians were also guilty of mistrust. On Nov. 14, 1644, the
Independents brought in their Seasons against the Presbyterian system and the Pres¬
byterians themselves attempted to read between the lines of their opponents' argu¬
ments: "Then did the seven dissenters, the Independents, give in their reasons, of
some eight sheets of papers and it was blotted in divers places, which was soon ob¬
served by the Assembly, and it was scrupled whether these obliterations might not in
time be laid to the Assembly's charge: whereupon it was ordered, that an exact account
of all hlottinga should be taken, and their .own hands subscribed to the number of
them." Ibid., p.330. Mutual mistrust only inflamed the controversy and all too often
each side saw the other in the worst possible light, but any charge of discrimination
must he more the fault of the majority than of the minority and few Presbyterian
historians of the Assembly have admitted the fact. S.W. Carruthers, Fvervdav Work,
on. cit.., p.l is the only one we have found who admits that "the Independents had
been, . .somewhat hardly treated by their fellow members and by subsequent writers."

A3 already indicated in the catalogue of debates, supra, Thomas Goodwin possibly
spoke more often than any other single divine in the Assembly. His contributions
range over a wide gamut of subjects from marriage to having a doctor as well as a
pastor in each local congregation. He presented four of the five first arguments
against Presbytery to the sederunt. Cf. Gillespie's Notes, op. cit.. pp.10 (Feb. 5»
I644), 15 (Feb. 12, I644), 16 (Feb. 14, 1644), 20 (Feb. 15, 16447T" Jeremiah
Burroughs presented the second argument on Feb. 8, 1644 (ibid., p.14), but evidently
with less success than our venerable Goodwin. Consequently, he undertook the rest of
the arguments himself. Later, in the same year, it was Goodwin who produced the five
arguments against subordination on Sept. 23 (ibid.. p.79f.). Baillie's Letters, op.
pit., refer often to Goodwin's proficiency in debate. In an undated letter to Scotland,
1643, Goodwin "assayed to turn all upside down®" in the debate over directories (p.
123, II). Another letter to William Spang, dated June 28, 1644, reports: "This day
we were vexed also in the Assemblie" by Thomas Goodwin over the issue of posture at
the Lord's Table (p.199, II)•

Goodwin's special aptitude was his ability to state the opposition's views
carefully and to answer all possible objections to his own. . .sometimes even M
nauseam. He son said of him: "He had been much exercised in the controversies that
had been agitated in the age he lived in having e piercing understanding, able to find
out where the pinch and stress of controversies lay, when he stated them in his own
heart from Scripture and experience, and had a peculiar faculty to bring them down to
ordinary capacities in Scripture language, without hard and pedantic terms." Vide the
Life, prefixed to vol. 7 (Works: I696 ed.j, p.xxx. Sometimes, he was criticised by
the Assembly, but often only because they were unable to answer his logic. Baillie,
in an undated letter to Scotland, 1643, once remarked that "there fell in betwixt
Goodwin and Burgess hotter words than were expected from Goodwin." Letters. on. cit..
p.122, II. It was a polite admission that ttxe Leader of the Liggenting Brethren was
not usually rancorous in debate. On Feb. 12, 1644, Lightfoot recorded that Goodwin
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"went on so obscurely that the Assembly called for more plainess, and a syllogism."
Journal, op. cit.. p.144* Dut it must be pointed out that Lightfoot -was no friend
of Independency and also that he was able to take very copious notes of all of
Goodwin's arguments (even though they may have been obscure). Of. ibid., p.143,
Feb. 1J, I644. At least one criticism of Goodwin resulted from one of his favorite
(and difficult to answer) practices, i.e. accusing the Presbyterians of using an
Episcopalian argument concerning theJerusalem Church. Vide Lightfoot, p.172, Feb.
22, I644. He was adept at pointing out the similarities between discredited Anglican¬
ism and Scottish Presbyterianism5 it is not surprising that the Assembly sharply
criticized hiai In the debate of March 13# 1644* Goodwin supposedly "for a while
could not satisfy the Assembly that he was speaking to the proposition before us",
according to Lightfoot, p.232, ibid. Undoubtedly, some of these accusations against
Goodwin's deportment at the famous sederunt are based on fact, but it must not be
forgotten that they all came from the pen of one man, who himself had a violent dis¬
like of Goodwin and all he stood for. Goodwin'3 impact on the Assembly is measurably
more than Lightfoot's and a feeling of jealousy probably dictated many of the former's
attacks.

Other Independents were also called to account, however, and so Goodwin had
company in his troubles. On Feb. 21, 1644# Gillespie discovered that Philip Nye'a
Assembly statements did not agree with his statements in the Narration. Consistency
in argument was not always his practice. Vide Gillespie's Notes, on. cit.. p.27.
And on Feb. 12, 1644/5# sess.379» Minutes. on. cit.. p.56, Gydrach^impson had to ad¬
mit that he had blundered into logical error in his argument about appeals.

We have already seen how much Goodwin spoke at the Assembly in comparison to
other divines. Now we point up some of the results of his much speaking. In the
debate over the use of a "doctor" in particular congregations, Goodwin had favored
their institution against many of the Presbyterians and the Hoots. Hia appeal was
convincing enough that Hodges, walker, and Bridge championed his views. Vide Light-
foot's Journal, p.51, Nov. 14, 1643# In the debate over ruling elders, Thomas Good¬
win proposed a compromise which would have brought the English and Scottish Presby-=
terians together, had it been adopted. Palmer was taken with the proposal and it
evidently gained some support, even from Alexander Henderson. Vide Lightfoot's
Journal, op. cit.. p.75# Leo. 7# 1645* In another exchange, John Lightfoot grudging¬
ly complimented Goodwin because the latter had so ably confuted Dr. Smith "in every
particular". Ibid.. p.91# Dec. 22, 1643• At least once, Seaman desired that Goodwin
state the proposition in dispute (i.e. on ordination) rather than any other. IMs
ibid.. pp.127, 129# Jan. 29, 1644* Dn another occasion, the Assembly refused to
debate a certain issue because Goodwin was absent; it did not matter that there were
several other Independents present who might have defended their position. Ibid.,
p.135# Feb. 7# 1644- The day before (Feb. 6, 1644# ibid., p.132), Hoyle, Vines and
George Gillespie had all attempted unsuccessfully to overthrow one of Goodwin's
arguments# The Presbyterian argument from the Jerusalem Church was violently attacked
by Goodwin in his Feb. 22, 1644, 3peech linking Presbyterianism and Gpiccopalianisa
(cf. Lightfoot's Journal, on. cit.. p.172) for which he was criticized (vide surra)1
but evidently his viewpoint found receptive ears in Dr. Temple. The said Doctor
expressed doubts about the validity of the Presbyterian claims• "He saw no proof for
a greater number of Christians than might meet in one place, at least might meet in
the temple at several times of the day, and so might be all one congregation." Vide
Gillespie's Notes. op. cit.. p.27. This unexpected help for the Independents was
probably the direct result of Goodwin's proficiency in debate. Nor can it b@ denied
that Stephen Marshall became, as time passed, more and more associated with Inde¬
pendent thinking. For instance, in an Assembly address of Marshall's, Sept. 3G# I644
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(ibid., p.<32) there ia no doubt that he had been more than a little influenced by
Goodwin' a presentation of the five arguments on Sept. 25 (vide supra). On Jan. 2,
1645 (Gillespie's Notes, op. oit., p.99), because he objected to the wording of a
proposition in that IF"seemed to favor one man rule in churches, the Assembly
respected his views and evidently changed their wording. In the debate on marriage,
Goodwin's peculiar view that it was primarily s civil contract found unexpected
support from Calaray who seemed to have imbibed some of the former's reasoning. Vide
the Minutes. on. oit.. p.12, seas.53®, Nov. 28, I644. The directory for excomraunica-
tiowspdbcasioned some hard debating in the Assembly and Goodwin was the first one to
champion the proposal which was later adopted by Parliaments "It i3 worth our debate
to consider what sins they are that must be the object of excommunication." Ibid..
p.24, sess.349, Dec# 50^ 1644. In the debate over Goodwin's proposed list of heinous
sins, Charles Berl© practically agreed with the Independent position although he did
not see the need for such a list. Marshall had presented a paper on church censures
which was so close to Goodwin's Independent view that Henderson thought it had been
copied out of Goodwin's edition of John Cotton's Keyea of the Kingdom of Heaven. Loo,
cit. Marshall's views so closely approximated the Independents' that he was the
first to propose a compromise between them and the Presbyterians, on the issue, Jan.
7, I644/5, sess.355 (ibid.. p.3°). Stephen Marahalls defection to the Independent
position on excommunication in particular charges was noted with disfavor by Bobert
Baillie in a letter to Dickson, Sept. 16, 1644, betters, on. cit.. p.23®, II. The
day following the Goodwin list of sins debate, Wilson, too, almost agreed with Good¬
win's views on excommunication. Vide Minutes, p.27, sess. 35®, Deo. 31, 1644* And
on Jan. 1, I64V5# sess. 351, ibid., p.27, Goodwin finally won his point and a
memorandum passed the Assembly; "That something be considered of to set out what sins
are to be taken cognizance of by the eldership for Church censures."

Some of these arguments against various Presbyterian propositions must have been
formidable to answer on the spur of the moment and many (if not the greatest share)
of Gillespie's refutations seem to have been inserted in his Notes subsequent to the
actual debates. Ify reason for this assertion is that many of Gillespie's rebuttals
of Goodwin arc not found in Dightfoot's Journal nor seemingly in the unpublished
minutes. Gillespie's Notes give evidence of a more considered judgment on the part
of the author than is ordinarily possible in the heat of debate and we do not mean
to detract from the youthful Scot. Our judgment of him is far more complimentary
than m,M. Campbell's in his recent Triumph of Presbyterianism, given elsewhere in
this thosxs.

Many of the speeches of the Independents in the sederunt are missing and no
doubt these lacunae would reveal even more evidence to support our contentions given
supra. Philip Mye was cut off in the debate over the directory for excommunication,
sess. 349, Dec. 3°, 1644, (Minutes, op. cit.. p.24). His remarks were not even
recorded by the Assembly scribe. Another of Nye's speeches is not recorded on Jan¬
uary 7, 1644/5, sess. 355 (ibid.. p.32) and one wonders whether the Assembly made it
a practice not to record unacceptable debate. There is also a blank space where one
of Thomas Goodwin's speeches should be in sess. 379, Peb. 12, 1644/5 (ibid., p.56).

An accurate assessment of what Thomas Goodwin really accomplished at the West¬
minster Assembly can never be made, but historians have generally agreed that the
debates in that famous series of meetings attracted much attention to the Congrega¬
tional system. All over the country, intelligent and devout persons were impressed
with the moderacy and effectiveness of the Dissenting Brethren against almost in¬
superable odds. Cf. H..W. Dale. History of English Congregationalism (London; Hodder
and Stoughton, 19®7), P»572. V.'.B. oelbie, Noneonformitv• Its Origin and Progress
(London* Williams and Norgate), p.86, suggests that Cromwell and Milton were both
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partly converted to Independency as a result of the V/estminster Assembly debates.
And from the. contemporary Presbyterian viewpoint, it would be difficult to over¬
state the importance of the recalcitrant Apologists who single-handedly kept affairs
in a state of indecision for nearly five years, Thomas Edwards wrote in his Anta-
pologia. p.262s "I am confident, had it not been for you five, and a few more, the
Reformation intended had been, in a far fairer way then it is. Brethren, there are
many complaints, and that by your dear friends, of the retarding the s'orke of Reform¬
ation by your ©eenes. You are the Semora to the Ship under sailes, you are the
Spokes in the ft'heeles of the Chariot of Reformation. Parliament eomplaines, Assembly,
City, Ccuntrey, all complain of the Worke retarded, and all is resolved into you five
principally. 1 could tell you many particular passages, but you know what I means*
In a word, all the Prelates and the Papists cannot nor doe not hinder so much the
work of Reformation, as you five members of the Assembly", as cited by Baillie's
Dissuasive from the Krrours of the Time (London? I646), p.94*

Section (b)s Lid the Srastians and the Independents unite in the Westminster
Assembly against the Presbyterians?

The affirmative has been alleged by many historians. Vide e.g. W.K, Jordan, The
Development of Religious Toleration in England 1640-1660 (London* George Allen & Bnwin
Ltd., 1958)," p.69, III| Carruthers, op. cit.« p.129I Robert Low Orr, Alexander Hender¬
son Churchman and Statesman (Londonthodder and Stoughton, n.d.), p.561* et Ilether-
ington, on. cit., p.258f. Cf. Dwight Chichester Smith, "Robert Browne (l55°?-l653)
As Churchman and Theologian", unpublished thesis at Rew College, University of Edin¬
burgh (1936), p.352, who develops the idea that Browne actually was an Erastian-
Independent. Such views have been so often expressed that it becomes important that
we point out their fallacy from a study of the original records of the Assembly.

The first evidence against the assertion is the fact that every Erastian in the
Assembly spoko out against the Independent proposals. On April 4, 1644, Palmer fav¬
ored an accommodation with the Independents on the subject cf ordination, but his
motion was defeated primarily because John Lightfoot (the Erastian leader in the
sederunt) opposed it. Vide Lightfoct's Journal, op. cit., p.241. Earlier in the
year,' on Parch 11, 1644 (iFid., p.207), hightfoot had spoken of a rapprochement "be¬
twixt us and the Independents" as though he considered himself an orthodox Pres¬
byterian in contradistinction to the Congregationalists in the Assembly. Further¬
more, Llghtfoot and Thomas Goodwin often locked horns in debate (e.g. on Hov. 1,
1643, ibid., 1,33). Thomas Coleman, another of the Westminster Assembly Erastians,
argued for Presbytery against Independency on Feb. 14, 1644, also on Ear. 3, 1644/5,
sess.39D (Pinutes, op. cit., p.67). Vide Gillespie's Rotes, op. cit., p.18. On
the 22nd of Feb., 1644 (ibid., p.28), Gillespie records a similar argument of Light-
foot's against the Congregationalists,

Actually, the tie-up between the Erastians and the Independents was never in
the Assembly, but in the Parliament. That is why it was so out of character for
the Erastian Selden to disagree with the Presbyterians and to join with the Inde¬
pendents against a paper presented to the Assembly by the Scottish commissioners,
on Jan. 25, 1644. Vide Ljghtfoot's Journal. 00. ext., p.120. The Erastian divines
would never have done such a thing. Even Robert Baillie once admitted that this
alliance was confined to the Parliament although his remarks have been the principal
reason for subsequent historical misunderstanding. Cf. Baillie3s Letters. op. pit..
p.360, letter to Dickson, dated March 17, 1646, II.

The second bit of evidence supporting our contention is the fact that
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individual Independents joined with the Presbyterians against the Erastians in the
Assembly debates, Philip Nye once argued against Coleman over the issue of Erastian-
ism, March 9, 1645/C>» sess. 601, Minutes.. on. cit.. p.194* And Thomas Goodwin was
appointed to 3erve on a committee to prove the Assembly's concept of Church govern¬
ment in opposition to the Eraatian claims. Ibid.. p.218, April 13, I646, sess.620,

Thirdly, the names of Thomas Goodwin, Carter, Nye, Simpson, and Carrill appear
among the names of the Presbyterians in the letter's answers to the Nine Queries
of Parliament concerning Erastianism. Ibid.. p.252, July 7, 1646, 8033.652. On
a subsequent vote concerning a related proposition, Philip Nye dissented to the
Presbyterian statement along with the Erastians, but on the following day, he again
voted with his Independent brethren, attacking the claims of Erastug. .Mi., p.253,
July 8, 1646, soos.653. The only time when the Independents did not vote with their
Presbyterian brethr3n against the Erastians was on July 17th, I646, sass. 676 (?),
ibid., p.257, when Goodwin, burroughs, and Carter declined to vote on the issue of
jus divinum until "they see the scope of it". Even hare, however, the Independent
loaders did not necessarily reject the proposition, but only wanted more time to
study it. furthermore, the fact that the Independents did not fundamentally dis¬
agree with the proposal is evident from the fact that Joseph Carrill did actually
vote with the Presbyterians. hoc, cit. Robert Baillie, op. cpt.. p,5?8„ in a
letter to Glasgow, July 14, 1646, reported, too, that the Independents had signed
the Assembly answer to the Nine Queries of Parliament. Of. A History of the West¬
minster Assembly of Divines and Biographical Sketches of its Most Conspicuous Members
"(Philadelphia: published by the Presbyterian Board of Publications, 184l), p.134,
which notes the significance of this vote.

Section (c)* The Scottish Commissioners and the Westminster Assembly Independents

There were no stronger and more effective opponents of the Independents at
the Westminster Assembly than the four or five Scottish Commissioners. In many
respects, the Scot3 and the Dissenting Brethren were the principal actors on the
brilliantly-lit stage of the 1643-1648 era. Each group desperately attempted to
influence English public opinion in favor of its paity and, quite naturally the
two were in frequent and violent antithesis in the Westminster Asse-bly.

Not only did the Scots and the Brethren serve together on several key
committees (e.g. the sub-committee for the Directory of Public Worship and the
sub-committee on Accommodation), but the Soots were busily engaged in writing
against their opponents. They saw fit to answer the Apologeticall Narration "for
the vindication of our church", according to Baillia'3 Bettors, op. sit.. p,150, in
a letter to . Spang, dated ?eb. 18, 1644» Baillie was busy writing his various
pieces such as the Dissuasive. Rutherford, too, published numerous books on the
subject. Cf. Baillie's Letters, op. oit.« p.124, II, letter to Scotland, 1643,
commending one of Rutherford's works against the Independents. The year following,
Rutherford seems to have enlarged this earlier book. Ibid., p.159, H, letter to
Blair, larch 26, 1644. Robert Blair, himself, was delegated in I64I to write
against Independency. Vide «•&. Campbell, The Triumph of Presbyterianlam (Edin¬
burgh 1 The Saint Andrew Press, 1958), P*79* la addition to their own productions,
Baillie (if not other Scots) wa3 busily engaged sending Independent literature
abroad soliciting' foreign divines to answer it. Cf. e.g. Baillie's Letters, op.
cit.. p.I44, II, letter to Spang, March 10, 1644? p.181, to Spang, undated letter,
1644? et p.201, to Spang, July 5, 1644*

In the Assembly, the Scots once were so vexed by Thomas Goodwin's debating
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skill that they invited.him to dinner in the hope of ameliorating some of their
differences. Ibid.. p.123, U, letter to Scotland, I643. And Goodwin evidently
reciprocated this feeling of antipathy toward the Scottish Commissioners whom he
felt were exceeding their authority in England. Cf. his Of the Constitution. Order,
and Discipline, of the Churches of Christ (London* I696}, p.226* "If a Noble Man
comes from one Kingdom to another, as the Cobles of Scotland, as Commissioners into
England} they are to be Respected and Regarded as Nobles, according to their Place
and Quality, by the Law of Nations, and the Law of Nature, and communion of one
State with another} but 3till they are no way to he regarded, as having Jurisdiction}
or exercising the Office of Nobles, where they oome, U3 the Nobles of England do."
This illustration was used by Goodwin against the Presbyterian claim that each elder
Is loeo facto an elder to the universal church on earth.

Resides the committees and the pamphleteering, th® main field of conflict
between the Scots and the dissenting Brethren was the Westminster Assembly Debates.
Gillespie's Notes. on. cit.. tell us, for instance, that he and Thomas Goodwin
evidently spent most of the year 1644 engaged in personal debate in the sederunt.
Goodwin brought in the first argument against Presbytery on Feb. 5, 1644* Ibid.,
p.10. On the following day, Feb. 6, 1644, be was answered by George Gillespie
(ibid., p.ll) who denied Goodwin's premises and attempted (unsuccessfully) to
prove that Goodwin had mado the logical error of "denying the consequent" (ibid.,
P.13). On Feb. 13, 1644, the two debated against each other again (ibid., p.17),
and again on March 1 (ibid., p.32), March 6 (ibid., p.36/. March 7 (p.36)» March
8 (p*5?), April 5 (p.48), April 12 (p«5°)» April 15 (p.51/» a^d on April 17th,
Goodwin accused Rutherford of having abrogated Episcopal ordination (ib,id», p.52),
no doubt a subtle move by the Independent leader to alienate many of the English
Presbyterians from their Scottish friends. On April 26 (p.55)» Gillespie and Good¬
win were still arguing, as on May 8 (p.60), May 9 (p.6l), May 14 (p.64), Sept. 16
(p.72), Sept. 17 Ip.74), and Sept. 3^ (p.32). On this last date, Gillespie sought
to show, by way of a lengthy comparison, how much different Thomas Goodwin's views
were from John Cotton's on the subject of "standing synods". . .and he was certain¬
ly correct. They did not agree at all! On Got. 1 (p.83), Gillespie pointed out
that Goodwin was further away from Cotton on the use of the magistrate in ecclesiasti¬
cal affairs. On Oct. 2 (p.86), the personal feud continued in the Assembly, but on
September 50th, there had also been an encounter between the two in the Committee
on Accommodation (vide p.105, ibid.)« It was in this committee, on Oct. 18 (ibid.,
p.IO7) that Sir Henry Vane made the observation that the whole issue over church
government boiled down to a dispute between the Scots and the Independents. This
of course, was hotly denied by Gillespie (loc. cit.)« but Vane had probably never
spoken truer v;ord3. Their debates continued the next year also. Vide the Minutes,
pp. cit., p.82, sess.419, April 1J, I645. William Campbell, in his unpublished
thesis at New College, University^f Edinburgh (l957)j "Samuel Rutherford, Propa¬
gandist and Exponent of Scottish fresbyterianis® etc.", p.225, believes that
without Rutherford and Gillespie, Thomas Goodwin and Philip Lye would have swayed
the entire Assembly. It is significant that he often speaks of Goodwin and Ruther¬
ford in debet© (ibid.. pp.116, 120, 122 et passim).

But in spite of Gillespie's many debates with the leader of the Dissenting
Brethren, there is much evidence that be was essentially a moderate whose views
might have been a mutual meeting point for both sides had he not met an early
and untimely death. For instance, on March 0, I644, Lightfoot's Journal, op. cit..
p.203, records the interesting fact that both Gillespie and Goodwin had agreed on
one proposition. The same phenomenon occurred on May 23, 1644, ibid., p.276.
And on March 21, Goodwin worded a proposition on the people's rights to elect their
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own sinister which was almost identical to an earlier one made by the young Soot.
Ibid., p.2J1. On uay 1, 1644, Gillespie cited several examples from the reformed
churches to support a limited power to e«ch particular congregation. Vide his Notes,
on. cit.f p.56. This view was in the direction of Oongregationslist claims and in
opposition to the extreme Presbyterians• Campbell, Triumph, or. c.it.« p.lOj, says
that the Scots were much influenced by the Westminster Independents.

Section (d)i How many Independents were at the Westminster Assembly?

An accurate census of the various parties in the Westminster Assembly has never
been attempted, and most historians have been content to make wild guesses on the sub¬
ject. The.assembly divines were originally chosen, by two being suggested by members
of Parliament from each county, the •'■elah counties separate, one- each from Oxford,
Cambridge end London. The first bill was passed on May 9th, 1642, n second bill in
October, I642, and a third in January, 1642/3. Since the king refused to sign any
of these, in early summer, 1643, farlittment determined to call the Westminster
Assembly without the king's consent. The ordinance "as passed Juno 12th, 1643 and
with very few exceptions, the same 120 divines chosen the previous year ware again
approved and invited to attend. Vide 11,' . Bale, History of gnylish. Congregational-
is ct (London! dodder and -Houghton, 19c7/» p.261. Actually, the roll included 151
members (l21 divines and JG laymon). The laymen wore composed of 10 Lords and 20
Commoners. Cf. Robert Low Orr, Alexander Henderson Churchman and 3tataman (London*
Holder and -Houghton, n.d.), p.34'0. And of the clergymen invited, nearly sixty did
not attend, according to J. hay Colligun, The Aentrainstor Assembly——and After
(hanchaoior: 1925), p.3. After the signing of the Covenant and Charles forbidding
them to attend, the Episcopalians withdrew, leaving only the Independents and the
Hreabyterians (discountiug the so-called Hrastian party, vi.do infra).

Vo do not know for certain what criterion was adopted by Harliauent in their
original choice of divines. Calamy's Continuation said that Philip Lye had "a great
concern in choosing the members of the Assembly of I)ivine3 who were summoned from
all parts", 1 cited in John 3foughton's History of Religion in Ann-lend (London! Kodder
and Jtoughton, 1681/, p.269, J], but this is extremely doubtful when we realize how
many Presbyterians were asked and how few of bye'3 own party. There seems to have
bean several attempts to get more Independents into the Assembly. On Nov. 2, 1643,
the Lords and Commons agreed to admit John, fury in place of the deceased Callbote
Downing. At the same time, the Lords nominated John Goodwin, Br. Homes of Wood Street,
and i-r. Norton, Divinity lecturer at Creshaai College, out the Touse of Commons appears
to have refused to act on these proposals. Viae Javid Aasson's Life of Ajiton' etc.
(London! Naomi lien and Co., 1339-1894), p.392, HI. i^aason, depending on A'ood, says
that Nathaniel Holmes (Homes) was an Independent and thinks that Morton was also
inclined toward their way. John Cotton, Thomas Hooker, and John Davenport were all
invited back to England in Sept. 1642 to help in "the settling and composing the
affairs of the church" according to a letter signed by five pears 0rd thirty-four
others including Oliver Cromwell. It is a pity that none enro. did® Nasson. on.
cit.. p.605, II. There seems tc Leva been some ill feeling on the part of many Pres¬
byterians at being left off the membership rolls of the eelebrated assembly. Richard
Baxter bemoaned the fact that he was "not worthy to be one of them". Vids A,?.
Mitchell, The '"oetrainster Aa'-.enbly (London! James liisbet A Co. 188j), p.110. Thomas
Edwards appeared to resent the choice of the five apologists, when he himself was over¬
looked. Cf. his Antanolof'ia! etc. (London! I646), p.60. Likewise, Adam Steuart, in
his 3omo Lbsorvations and. Lnnctations Bpen the A-Dolo.Teticn.il IHrmtion. etc. (London'
1643', P*2, et passim in the epistle, kegt referring to the honor of having been
chosen a member of the assembly us though he were slightly jealous that he was not one.
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But the question which vitally concerns ua, is the number of Congregational-
ists who sat in the sederunt, Many mistakes have been reported concerning the
issue. David Masson, The Life of John Hilton, op. cit.« p.605, II, classed Caryl
among "the most active Presbyterians"^in the Westminster Assembly, which is surely
an error. E.A. Payne, Free Church Tradition in the Dife of England (London' S.C.M.
Press, Ltd., 1944), P»50, names Owen (who never sat in the assembly) as "one of
the five dissenting brethren". J. Minton Batten, John Bury Advocate of Christian
Reunion (Chicago* University of Chicago Press, 1944), P»13°» calls Greenhill, Carter,
and Adoniram Byfield Presbyterians and the first two (if not also the third) were
all Independents. Thomas Puller, The Church History of -Britain etc. (London* Thomas
Tegg and Son, 1837), p.446, III, classed both Carters, and Joseph Caryl among the
Westminster Assembly Presbyterian party.

Only five men signed the Apologeticall Narration. Thomas Coodwin, Philip Nye,
Sydraoh Simpson, Jeremiah Burroughs, and William Bridge. This may mean that the
other Independents who later appeared in the Assembly, were converted to Congregation¬
alism after the assembly began, or it could mean that the other Independents were more
moderate than the five apologists, or It could mean (and this is the best possibility)
that the others did not agree with their leaders about the gathering of churches. All
of the Independents in the sederunt didn't sign the agreement relinquishing the right
to gather churches. At any rate, there were several more Independents in the Assembly
than the five Apologists. W.K. Jordan, The Development of" Religious Toleration in
England 1640-1660 (London* George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1938/, P»355» asserts that there
were 8-11 Independents in the Assembly, without attempting to be more specific. Albert
Peel, The Bavov Declaration of Faith and Order. 1658 (London* Independent Press, 1939)#
p.8, numbered eleven, but failed to name them individually. Louis Du Moulin, The
Conformity of the Discipline and Government of those who are commonly called Inde¬
pendents to that of the Ancient Primitive Christians (London* 1680),p.36, believed
that there were 8-10 Independents in the sederunt. Williaton talker, The Creeds and
Platforms of Congregationalism (New York* Charles Scribner's Sons, 1893*17 P*342, listed
Thomas Goodwin, Philip Nye, Jeremiah Burroughs, Sydraeh Simpson. Carter, Caryl, Green,
Greenhill, Lterry, Bond, and Anthony Burgess (a total of eleven). David Laing (ed.)
The Letters and Journals of Robert Baillle. etc. (Edinburgh* Robert °gle, 184l), p.
110, II, letter to William Spang, D©c. 7, 1643# named Joseph Caryl, William Carter of
London, John Phillips, and Peter 3terry, along with the Apologists, but stated that
there were "ten or eleven" total. W.M. Hetherington, History of the Westminster
Assembly (ed. by Robert Williamson, Edinburgh* James Gemmell, 1878, fourth edition),
p.133 depending on Daniel Neal, p.275» 360, II, added the names of Anthony Burgess and
William Greenhill to the usual list (as given by Baillie). According to our catalogue
of dissents, the only ones who ever dissented on Independent grounds, were the follow¬
ing* Thomas Goodwin, Philip Nye, Simpson, Burroughs, Francis Woodcocks, William Carter,
Greenhill, Carrill, and Bond.

Besides the hard core of Apologists, therefore, there were several others who
either were Congregationnlist at the staid: or became so later on ill the debates. For
instance, William Carter and William Greenhill did not sign the Narration, but did
sign the Copy of a Remonstrance, with the original five. 3erndt Gustafsson, The Five
Dissenting Brethren* etc. (Lund* C.W.K. Gleerup, 1955)» p.94, refers to Anthony
Burgess as an Independent. Another, who became an Independent sometime after the
opening of the Assembly, was Francis Rous. Vide Geoffrey F. Nuttall, Holy Spirit
la Puritan Faith and Experience (Oxford* Basil Biackwell, 1946), p.73* *e know that
Rous was head of the parliamentary committee which supported the first group of
Visitors sent to Oxford for reforming the university. Vide Montagu Burrows, (ed.),
"The Register of the Visitors of the University of Oxford, from A.D. 1647 to A.D. 1658",
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printed for the Camden Society (l88l)s p.lxii. Ke was also the messenger who
carried reports hack and forth from the Westminster Assembly and Parliament# Vide
T.F, Xinloch, "Francis Rousi 1579-1689"# Journal of the Presbyterian Historical
Society of Hngiand. vol. IV (1928-193l)» p#20s. As late as 1649, he was still refer¬
ring to himself as a Presbyterian, but he died an Independent. Loo# cit. And al¬
though Kinloch attempts to show that Rous was essentially an £raatianlibld.. P.2O9],
the question should be when and why the author of the "Scottish metrical psalms" ever
became a Congregationalist. Interest in Rous from a Congregational point of view is
evidenced in Melville Chaning-Pearce's articles, "Francis Rous: Mystic and Man of
Affairs", Congregational Quarterly. XXV; 2 (Aprils 1947), p.lljff. Raillie's Journals#
op. cifc., p.110, II, mention that Peter Sterry was in regular attendance at the Assembly
and we do not know the grounds on which H.M# Dexter, in his Congregationalism of the
Last Three Hundred Years etc. (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1876-1879) p.652, maintained
that Sterry wa3 not on the official roll. His nam® certainly appears on the official
roll as given in Mitchell's Westminster Assembly, on. cit., p.xvlii, number 112.
Another interesting case is Anthony Tuckney, who was a cousin of John Cotton and
succeeded the latter as vicar of Boston. Possibly, he had Independent leanings when he
sat in the meetings at Westminster, although none of the votes would indicate this.
Cf. John Brown, Puritan Preaching in England (London: Hodder and Btoughton, 1900)»p.ll5»

Hie ecclesiastical alliances of John Bury are also worth noting. Usually he is
classed along with the orthodox Presbyterians. William B&rtlet, in his 1 x/v t?'T~PA 4 i A
or a Model of the Primitive Congregational Way: etc. (London: 1647), p.96, described
him as "a learned Presbyterian". But, in 1660, Dury claimed that he was a member of
neither the Presbyterian nor the Independent parties. Vide J. Kinton Batten, John
Dury Advocate of Christian Reunion, on. cit.. p.94n. Nevertheless, there are several
things about Dury which might tend to show that he was very sympathetic to Independency,
(l) H© was educated at Leyden where he had ^6nance to observe all the different streams
of Dutch theological thought including John Robinson's Puritan principles. Cf. Batten,
on. cit.. p.7. A familiarity with Holland in the seventeenth century was very often a
prelude to later Congregational overtures. (2) He was an early friend of Thomas Goodwin.
Fide e.g. A Spistolary Discourse Written by M&. John Durv to Mr. Tho. Goodwin, etc.
(London: 1644)» written on June 24, 1642 from the Hague. This correspondence is very
friendly in tone and there seems little doubt that Dury and Goodwin were at this time
on the best terms. Cf. Batten, on. cit.. p.7. Goodwin, Nye, Marshall and Sibbes once
subscribed to one of Dury's papers on union. Ibid., p.26. (3) In 1645, some of Dury's
friends evidently expected him to come out boldly in favor of toleration of the In¬
dependents. Vide G.H. Tumbull, Hartlib. Pury. and Cpmenius (London: Hodder and Stoughtoi
1947), p.245. The fact that he didn't does not subtract from the general Impression Dury
had left with his contemporaries. (4) Although a Scot by birth (Edinburgh, 1596), Dury
does not seem to have always been compatible with his fellow countrymen. Samuel Ruther¬
ford distrusted him because in a letter (1637), it was revealed that Dury accepted re-
ordination at the hands of the bishops. Vide Batten, op. cit.. p.59# And although
Baillie defended some of Dury's proposals at the General Assembly held at St. Andrews,
I64I L ibid,., p.88], yet the Glasgow Principal was criticized by Dury in a letter from
the Hague dated Jan. 27, 1641. Vide Tumbull, op. cit.. p.219. The object of this
criticism was Baillie's Cantburlans Self-Convict ion and this is probably one of the main
reasons why Baillie and Dury do not seem to have been on friendly terras afterwards, S.W.
Carruthers, Everyday Work of the Westminster Assembly (Philadelphia: published by the
Presbyterian historical societies of both England ami America, 1943)# p.187# believes
that Baillie was not keen on Dury bdoause of the latter's connections with John MUton.
Cf. Mitchell, op. cit.. p.287, in this regard. When Dury was reputed to be headed for
the Westminster Assembly, Baillie wrote to his cousin, Spang, on April 19th, 1644# and
spoke out against his coming to London. Vide Batten, on. cit.. p.99n« Carruthers, 0:0
oit.. p.187, points out that Baillie'a letter must have done some good, because Dury
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did not take his seat until August 12, 1645» nearly a year and a half later. (5)
During the period of the Commonwealth, the Independent leaders often favored Bury
and made use of his services. Cf. Batten, op. cit.. p.118. There was a ten member
committee set up by Parliament under Cromwell to confer on religious toleration. Dr.
Geoffrey P. Nuttall, in his Visible Saints (Oxfords Basil Blaekwell, 195?)» P«4»
classifies this committee as being composed entirely of Independents excepting Bury
and Byfield, but there is a strong likelihood that both men were at least half In¬
dependents at this time. Cf. R.W. Dale, History of English Congregationalism (London!
Hodder and Stoughton, 19°7)» P»314» on Dury's and Byfield's signing the Propagation of
the Gospel Proposals along with Owen, Goodwin, and other Independents. (6) At least
once, during the Westminster Assembly debates, Bury is listed with the Dissenting
Brethren as a member of the Committee on Accomodation revived by Parliament, Nov.6th,
164-5• "Hde Daniel Deal, History of the Puritans (London! Thomas Tegg and Bon, 1837),
p.378, II. Batten, on. cit.. p.106, also mentions that Dury served on this committee
but fails to note that his name occurs among the Independents. * .not among the Pres¬
byterians. This interesting phenomenon cannot be passed off as a mistake in the light
of the other facts given supra. Dury lived in Holland, was a personal friend of
several leading Independent divines, was mistrusted by the Scots although one him¬
self, was much honored under Cromwell, was thought by many of his friends to favor
toleration of Independents, and at least once, was actually listed with the Dissenting
Brethren in the Assembly.

During the controversy, Marshall often championed Independent views. Dot only
was he a Chiliast L vide infra on eschatology], but he was diligent in procuring toler¬
ation for the Independents. Baillie was often critical of him for this. Vide Baillie®s
Journals, on. cit.. p.260, II, letter to Spang, April 25, 1645? JLL on Jan. 20, 1646(?),
p.543* in another letter to Spang, Baillie said that Marshall was the "most diligent
agent" of all in procuring toleration for Independents. Marshall was so close to the
Independents on many issues, that Clement Walker, in his Relations and Observations.
Historical! and Politick, upon the Parliament, begun Anno Bom I64O Divided into II
Booke3! i. The Mystery of the two Junto*s Presbyterian and Independent 2,. The History
of Indenendencv. etc. Tn.p.» 1640), P.81, Part I, accused him of having secretly been
converted from Presbyterianiam to Congregational ism, "and joyned interest with Mr.
Nye." Nye and Marshall often were together and they journeyed to Scotland as the two
ministerial representatives of the Parliament in negotiating with the Scots. Their
friendship may have been more than fraternal, however. WiUcock, op. cit.. p.121,
says that Nye was Marshall's son-in-law and if true, it might explain why Marshall was
so condescending to Independents and also how he maintained his popularity under
Cromwell.

We conclude, therefore, that the number of Independents and their sympathizers
were much stronger in the Westminster Assembly than has generally been admitted. These
sympathizers were probably much more numberous at the end of the sederunt than at the
beginning, and indicate something of the success of Goodwin and his fellows in the de¬
bates. The number of known Independents I i.e. those who can be identified by their
debates 4nd their voting] include Thomas Goodwin, Philip Nye, Sydrach Simpson, Jeremiah
Burroughs, William Bridge, William Greenhill, Joseph Carrill, William Carter, John Bond,
John Phillips, John GreensPeter Starry, and Francis Woodcock. In addition, there were
several who evidently became associated later on with Independency. do not say
that they all became staunch Congregational preachers. These include Burgess, Francis
Rous, John Dury, Stephen Marshall, and Anthony Tuckney. Perhaps there were many more
in this second group, but a definitive census is beyond our purpose.

Section (0)3 Apportionment of committee appointments in the Westminster Assembly.
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Most of the work of the Westminster Assembly was dona in committees and the
appointment of members of these various committees was one of the principal means of
Presbyterian control of the sessions and of the eventual outcome of the debates. . .

as well as the voting# Nearly half the time of the Assembly was spent in hammering
out issues in these smaller groups# Robert Baillie described a typical working days
"Wq sitt daily from nyne till near one; .and afternoon till night we are usually in
committees." Vide his Letters. or. cit.. p.244, H» public letter, dated Bee. 1, 1644*
The method of appointing these committees was of vital concern to both parties and
there is much evidence that the Presbyterians were unfair to their Independent oppon¬
ents in this respect. Out of a total of 63 committees mentioned in the official Min¬
utes. op, sit., there were no Independents on 3'0 of them. Thomas Goodwin served on
the followings

(1) a committee on the preface to the Directory, Minutes# op. ext.. p.4f#
Philip %© was not appointed althougri tie nad 3poken three times in the
preceding debate which had occasioned the formation of such a committee#
Goodwin and Burroughs were on the list, but the former haa spoken only
once and the latter not at all. This was the kind of calculated caprice
which characterized many of these committee appointments. Bess.326, Nov.
209 1644

(2) a committee of three Li.e. Marshall,, Palmer, and Goodwin] to prepare a
directory of fasting, ibid., p.16, sess. 355, Gee. 59 1644# Goodwin was
named because he "had collections to that purpose"|

(3) a committee on fasting, ibid., p.20, sess.341, Dec. 13, 16445

(4) a committee to reconsider excommunication, ibid.. p.32, sess, 355» Ian.
7, 1644/5?

(5) a committee to add to the excommunication proposals, ibid.. p.44, sess.
370, Jan. 30, 1644/55

(6) a committee on suspension from the Lord's Table, ibid.. p.121, sess.
464, Aug. 11, 16455

(7) a committee to prove church government against the Erastians, ibid..
p. 218, sess. 620, April 13, 1646;

(s) a committee composed of tbe Dissenting Brethren to consider the Jug,
divinum propositions in the Erastian controversy, ibid.. p.231, sess#
639, May 14, 1646 [the request by the Independents to be made into such
a committee did not meet with immediate approval, because nearly a week
went by from the date of the first request, i.e. May 8, 1646, to the
eventual appointment, of, sess, 637, P»229l?

(9) a committee on scandalous sins, ibid.. p.233, sess. 642, May 19, I6461

(10) and the last committee which names Goodwin as a member was one to re¬

examine an article on the law, ibid., p.273, soss.696, Sept. 1, I646.

(11) Five other committee appointments, at least, are mentioned in the
illegible unpublished minutes.

In addition to these committees, Thomas Goodwin served on a subcommittee of six to
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the Grand Committee of Accommocfation nominated in the Westminster Assembly under the
instigation of Independents and Hrastians in Parliament, Jept. 20, 1644» some of the
affairs of which are reported by Gillespie in his Notes, on. cit, This committee
was set up to bring about some sort of rarprochement between the Westminster Presby¬
terians and the Independents, but after sitting for five weeks, was finally dissolved
under opposition from the Scots and other members of the Assembly. Robert Baillie re¬
garded it as a "dangerous committee", because it threatened to give Independents the
freedom they desired. Goodwin was the delegate nominated to report to Parliament on
the agreement of the Assembly. Vide B« Banbury, Historical Memorials Relating to the
Independents etc. (London! Wisher, Son, & Go., 1839-1844 )*s up.447♦2551Ht This was
one of his most important appointments. He also served on the sub-committee for the
directory of Public Worship, which consisted of Marshall, Palmer, Young, Herle, Good¬
win, and the Scottish commissioners. Here again, however, Goodwin seems to have been
the victim of prejudice. Every member excepting himself was given an assignment!
Herle. . .public prayer and sacrament, Young. . .reading of 3cripture, Marshall. • .

preaching of the Word, and Palmer. . .the catechism. Vide Mitchell, Westminster
Assembly, op. cit., p.214f. The first draft of the directory was the work of an en¬
larged committee, including Palmer, Herle, Marshall, Tuckney, Seaman, Vines, Gataker,
Goodwin, and the Scots. Ibid.„ p.251.' Cf. Rorton Navies, The Worship of the English
Puritans (Westminster! Nacre Press, 1948), p.128, who thinks that Goodwin exercized
considerable influence on this sub-committee. The confession of faith was begun on
August 20, 1644 by a coeur.ittee which included Gouge, Temple, Ifaylo, Gataker, Arrow-
smith, Burroughes, Burgess, Vines, Goodwin, and the Boots® Two weeks later, Bmith,
Palmer, Newcomnen, Herle, Reynolds, Wilson, Tuckney, Young, Ley, and Sedgewick were
added. Vide Mitchell's Westminster Assembly, op. cit®« p.357» This occurred on
Sept. 4» 1644, and on May 12, 1645» this enlarged committee reported to the Assembly.
Evidently it was dissolved and a new one appointed. The new committee was composed
0'f Temple, Hovle, Gataker, Harris, Burgess, Reynolds, Herle, and the Boots. . .no
Independents. Vide number 6, infra, of the committees without Independents. We
cannot be sure why the committee constituency should have been altered befoie its
work was finished and why the Independents should have been eliminated from the
third committee, unless it was because of their intransigence. And this is certainly
possible since this enlarged committee was given such subjects to discuss as would be
violently debated by Thomas Goodwin and Jeremiah Burroughs, the only two Independents
on the committee, i.e. Christian liberty, the nature of the Church in its communion of
the saints, the Gabbath, the civil magistrate, divorce and marriage, etc. Perhaps the
Presbyterians felt that the only way out of the itnpass was to appoint a new committee.
Cf. Phillip Schaff, Creeds of Christendom with A_ History and Critical Rotes (New York!
Harper and Brothers, 1878), p.756, I, who sketches the history of the confession
through its various stages. Although the final draft of the Confession heads and
much work oh the confession itself was done without the benefit of the Independents on
this final committee, we cannot be sure how much Congregational influence was held over
from the former group, There is strong indication, however, that Goodwin successfully
hamstrung the first committee from August 20, 1644» till May 12, 1645* when the new
one was formed. « .without him. Perhaps the Presbyterians felt that this was the only
way to best him in debate!

Space prohibits cataloguing committee appointments of all the Independents, but a
rough census is provided in our section on "participation" of the brethren in the
Assembly affairs. One revealing piece of information, however, we shall include here.
It is a list of the various committees which did not include the name of even one

Congregational1st.
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#(l) A committee to draft a letter to Scotland and the General Assembly.
Vide John Lightfoot's Journal of the Proceedings of the Assembly of Divines t ©
eto. (Works, vol. XIII, ed. by John Rogers Pitman, London.! 1824), p.8, Aug. 2, 1645
1645.

(2) Committee to further the taking of the Covenant. Ibid.o p.19, Cot.
1645.

*(5) Committee to treat with Scottish Coaaaissloners. Ibid.. p.27, Oct. 23, 1645.
Bridge to almost named to this committee, but to excluded after debate.
Throughout the course of the Assembly, the Presbyterians effectively pre¬
vented any Independents from influencing any of the dealings with the Scots.

*(4) Committee to draft letter to Scottish General Assembly. Minutes. on. cit.,
p.24, soss. 549* Dec. 3°, 1644 (a MS error says I64C].

*(5) Letter to Scotland. Ibid.. p.77* sess.415* April 9* 1645.

(6) Committee for drawing up the confession of faith. Ibid., p.91* seas.
434, May 12th, 1645. c^« Hetherington, ojs. p.284.

(7) Committee to investigate Hansard Knowles's supposed antinomi&n preaching.
Minutes, on. clt.. p.96, seas. 44O, May 20, 1645. Since Koollys was a
leading Baptist of the time, it might have been that the Assembly feared
some sort of an Independent-Baptist conspiracy if they allowed a mixed
committee.

(s) Committee to consider a hook that maintained God to be the author of sin.
Ibid., p.lllf., sess.467, July 11, 1645* Perhaps the author of this book
was Goodwin's successor as pastor of the Arnheim church and the Assembly felt
that possibly the Independents might be prejudiced if they sat on the
committee. Cf. Robert Baillie's Dissuasive from the Errours of the Time
(London* 1646), p.80, who accused the Independents of holding this dootrine.

*(9) Committee to draft a letter to Scotland. Minutes, on. cit.. p.114, sees,
47°, July 16, 1645.

(l0) Committee to consider Tombes's heresy on infant baptism. Ibid., p.175*
sess.561, Dec. 25, 1645» Tombes was one of the most learned Baptists of
the time and was famous for his attacks against pedo-baptism. Goodwin,
of course, had disqualified himself from such a committee by his series
of public lectures which Baillie stigmatized as being virtual enabaptism.
Vide guora on baptism in the controversy.

*(11) Letter to Scotland. Minutes, op. cit.. p.174, sess.564, Jan. 1, 1645/6.
*(l2) Letter to the Scottish Commissioners. Ibid., p.212, s©ss.6ll, March 27, I646.

(15) Committee to consider scandalous books against the Assembly and the Parlia¬
ment. Ibid., p.218, sess.621, April 14, 1646.

(14) Committee to prevent the admission of scandalous ministers into the min¬
istry. Ibid., p.329, sess.792, Feb. 15, 1646/7.
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(15) Committee 'for examining'ministers for Wales. Ibid.. p.333, sees. 799, *Vb.
26, I646/7. The Agaembly had approved Walter Craddock (an Independent) to
be an itinerant minister in Wales, Oct. 6th, I646. Vide 3.W. Carruthers,
The Everyday Work of the Westminster Assembly (Philadelphia* published
jointly by the Presbyterian Historical Societies of England and America,
1943)* p.136. One wonders if the exclusion of Independents from this
committee reflects an attempt on the part of the Presbyterians to keep
Independent preachers of Craddock's type out of Wales.

(16) Committee to examine ministers from the Royalist camp. Minutes, on. clt.,
p. 334, sess. 802, March 3, I646/7.

(17) Committee to revise the proofs of the confession. Ibid.a p.336, sess.
8O4, March 5, I646/7.

(18) Committee to examine Mr. Bacon. Ibid.. p.537, sess.807, March 15, 1646/7.

(19) Committee to examine Mr. Dicke, Ibid.. p.341, sess.813, March 25, 1646/?.

(20) Committee to examine Luther's last discourses. Ibid., p.538, ses3.808,
March 16, 1646/7.

(21) Committee to consider Mr. Hall. Ibid., p.348, seas826, April 15, 1647.

(.22) Committee to carry up the proofs of the oonfession to Parliament. Ibid..
P-354, sess.832, April 26, 1647.

(25) Committee to examine all the records of money disbursed to the members of
the Assembly. Ibid., p.568, sess.844» May 17, 1647* The omission of any
Independent name from this committee is one of the strangest aspects of
this study, because Philip Nye had served on almost every committee set
up for the purpose of distributing funds. Vide e.g. the following! (a)
Minutes. on. ait.. p.96, sess. 441» May 25, 1645» & committee to get the
revenues from the Archbishop of Canterbury's estate settled on the Assembly
of divinesf (b) Ibid., p.116, sess.475» July 25, 1645, & committee for the
better supplying of the Assembly divines? (c)lbid.. p.124, sess.488, Aug.
15. 1645* a committee to distribute £200 among the members of the sederunt s
(d) Ibid., p.244, sess.660, June 17, I646, a committee to distribute £600
among the members.

(24) Committee to answer letter from the Swiss churches. Ibid.« p.572, sess.
848, May 21, 1647.

^(25) Letter to Scotland. im,* p.394» sess.874, July 5» 1647.

(26) Committee for shorter catechism. Ibid.. p.409» sess.894, Aug. 5, 164?.

*(27) Letter for Scotland. Ibid., p.479, sess.914, Sept. 13, 1647.
(28)
Committee for shorter catechism. Ibid.. p.485, sess.938, Oct. 19, I647.

(29) Committee to review proofs for the shorter catechism. Ibid., p.496
sess.979, Bee. 23, 1647.
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(jC) Committee to consider the nine queries of Parliament. Ibid.. p.525,
seas. 1006, June 21, 1648.

It will he noted that in nine of the above committees (marked asterisk*), relations
with Scotland were involved. There were only two instances when Independents were
asked to serve on committees appointed to deal in any way with Scotland. One was
on July 8, 1646, aeas.673» ibid.. p.254* when Marshall, Sedgwick, Perne, and
were designated to conduct the "Marquisse of Argila" into the Westminster Assembly
in honor. Very likely, Marshall and Nye had met the man on their trip to Scotland
three years previous and so were acquainted with him. The second instance was on
June 2, 1648, sess.1075, ibid.. p.520, when Nye served on a oommittee to draft a
letter to Scotland. So far as we can determine, this is the only time an Inde¬
pendent ever helped write a letter from the Assembly to Scotland and probably re¬
flects the changing political situation in the Commons. On Nov. 11, 1647, sess.
951» p.488» ibid., the Commons had disapproved of an Assembly letter to the Northern
kingdom, a letter probably written by the committee (appointed without any Inde¬
pendents on Sept. 13, 1647* number 27, supra). It is significant that Nye served
on the last of these committees ever appointed in the sederunt.

I It is evident in the study of these committee appointments that Independents
were often the victims of prejudice. The following are indicative of our contentions
(1) As early as Jan. 3rd, 1644* Thomas Goodwin and Nye were complaining that a letter
from the Westminster Assembly to the Scots not only slandered the Independents, and
implied that the Church of Scotland was ture dlvino. but also made uniformity the
ground of peace between the two kingdoms. Vide supra on ius divinum which figured
in the controversy. The objections of the Independents were undoubtedly centered on
the fact that already they were being excluded from any share in writing these
letters. . .and their fears were certainly horn out fay subsequent Assembly procedure.
Vide George Gillespie, Notes of Debates and Proceedings of ttaa. Assembly of Divines
etc. (ed. by David Meek, Edinburgh! Hobert Ogle and Oliver and Boyd, 18467, p.100.
(2) On Jan. 22, 1644, the Assembly deoided to choose a committee by appointing three
out of each standing committee to form a small group to consider ordination. Such
procedure, if followed religiously, could have been a great boon to the Fresbyterians
and a great detriment to the Independents, because the letter's minority views would
not always have been heard in such a plan. Vide Lightfoot's Journal, on. oit«. p.
116. (3) On Jan. 27, 1644, Vines proposed that the Independents be made into a
committee to give their Idea of how to supply the ministry, hut the author of the
proposition attached so many rules and regulations to his committee proposal that
the Independents would have had no liberty of discussion even if granted the privilege.
There seems to have been nothing done about Vines's idea. Vide Lightfoot, ot>. ext.,
p.126. (4) Gn Jan. 7, I644/5* Thomas Goodwin complained to the Assembly about their
prejudicial committee appointments: MIt had been well if you had taken in some of
the other i i.e. Independents] that they also might have been consulted with in it."
Vide the Minutes. or. cit., p.30, sess.355* Goodwin's criticism was well founded,
because Stephen Marshall admitted that the oommittee on excommunication (under dis¬
cussion) was one-sidedly in favor of the Presbyterian party. Ibid.. p.31» a
result of this exchange, perhaps, Goodwin and Nye were added to the committee to re¬
consider excommunication. Ibid., p.32. Cf. number 3* under Goodwin's appointments,
supra. (5) Burroughs and Nye were appointed to the committee to ennunerate scandal¬
ous sins, even though Thomas Goodwin had been the first to propose that they be
listed. Vide Minutes, on. oit.. p.160, sess.526, Oct. 3°, 1645* Perhaps Goodwin was
absent, though, because he was appointed to a similar committee on May 19, 1646.
Cf. number 7 under Goodwin's appointments. The Assembly often appointed men to
committees who had not spoken at aL1 in the preceding debate, just as they often
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ow it ted men who had spoken the most in debate or who, by virtue of published books,
would logically have been best suited to serve on a certain committee# A typical
example of a Westminster Assembly committee of the last mentioned type was the one
appointed on Dec. 25, 1645 IMinutes. on. cit.. p.173* sess.56l] to consider the
heresy of Tombes's Baptist 'heresy*. The members of this committee were quite sur¬
prising. They included Richard Vines, Ward (Samuel or John?), Herbert Palmar, Thomas
Case, John Hey, and Stanley Cover, but did not include the names one would have ex¬
pected to find. Burgess e.g. was not appointed, even though he had published a widely
circulated book on the subject many years before, called, Baptismal Regeneration of
Elect Infants, professed bv the Church of England. according to BorMatures, the prim¬
itive Church, ihs present Rgfoymfl Churches, many particular divine apart (Oxfords
1629). Vide James Reid, Memoirs of the Lives and Writings of those imminent Divines
who convened fcn tho Famous Assembly at Westminster. In. the Seventeenth Century (Paisleys
Stephen and Andrew Young, vol. I published 1811 et vol. II published I8I5), p.96. The
Assembly stood opposed to baptismal regeneration, however, and this might account for
their not putting Burgess on the committee. Vide 3„W. Carruthers, The Everyday Work
of the 'Westminster Assembly (Philadelphia: published by the Presbyterian Historical
Societies of England and America, 1943)* p.112, for a discussion of the Assembly's
revision of article "9" of the thirty-nine articles, and how the wording was changed
to eliminate any thought of baptismal regeneration. It is not said whether the
Scottish Comtsissioners were also to serve with this committee, but the silence in
the minutes indicates that they were not. Yet Robert Baiilie was already working on
his Anabantlsm. the True Fountain of Independency. Antinomy. Brownisme. Famllisne. and
the most of the other Frroura which doe trouble in the Church of England, unsealed.
(London: I646)et Samuel Rutherford had things in print which were not complimentary
to the baptists. Vide e.g. his Due Right, op. cit.. p.24, for a typical anti-ana¬
baptist passage. Furthermore, the name of Stephen Marshall is strangely absent even
though he had preached (and later published) his famous sermon called A sermon of the
Baptizing ,of Infants preached at Westminster Aug. 26. 1644. (London: I644).The fact
of Marshall's not being appointed to this committee raises the question of why he
seemed to be involved with Totabes in subsequent times. For Marshall later published
his a Defsacft siL Tnfant, Baptism in answer la Am Treatises Ax Ik. la- Tonkas (London:
I646). This book seems to have been the official Westminster Aasembly answer to the
encroachments of this learned Baptist. Another member of the Assembly who had pub¬
lished material against the Baptists was Daniel Featley. He brought out his

fam Plpp.fisr.g, HaA.* Ika jk&b&ptista d^s&'k .and
plunged over Head and Ears at a. Disputation in Southwark. (London: 1645)• Featley,
however, was a moderate Anglican and appears not to have sat at the Assembly long.
Probably he was gone by Dec. 1645* Two other members also published pamphlets on this
subject although they appeared several years after this committee was formed in the
Assembly and could therefore not have had any bearing on their appointment. They were
Daniel Cavdry who engaged in a controversy with Giles Firmin with his A Sober Answer
to a Serious Question propounded bv C. Fjrmin. viz., Whether the Ministers of England
are bound by the Word of God to Baptize the Children of all such Parents, which sav
they believe in Jeau3 Christ."TLondont 1652)1 et William Lyford, who issued his
Apologje for our Publick Ministerie and Infant-Baptism. (London: 1653)* Thus, although
no Independents were appointed to this committee, not one Presbyterian was appointed
who had any literary interest in the question either. Perhaps this is one of history's
unanswerable conundrums. (6) On May 8, I646, the Dissenting Brethren asked to be made
into a committee to discuss the Brastian proposals of ius divinum. The Assembly only
reluctantly granted their wish after six days of delay. Ibid., p.229, seas.637* (7:
That the Independents were not treated fairly respecting committee membership is also
evident from their publication, A Cp-py of a. Remonstrance Lately Delivered in to the
Assembly By Thoma3 Goodwin etc. "(London: 1645/* P*4» where they say that the Assembly
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has wronged them in refusing to allow private members of Independent persuasion to
present papers in the Assembly on the grounds that they were not a duly constituted
committee! "And so we were prevented of doing the like for time to come"* It is
this fact which Hetherington fails to mention in his criticism of the Westminster
Independents for never again (after the rejection of their ordination proposals}
submitting anything to the Assembly in writing. Cf. Hetherington, on. clt.„ p.169*
By not allowing any members to present papers unless they were a committee and by
refusing to appoint Independents to committees, the Presbyterians effectively stifled
the voices of their opponents whose only recourse was to debate and delay* * .a
strategy which consumed eight years of time and eventually thwarted rreshyterianism
in England.

Our catalogue of "participation" [given suural shows definitely, that at least
three leading Presbyterians [i.e. Marshall, Oouge, and Reynolds} were given committee
appointments roughly in the ratio of three to one over Thomas Goodwin, the leader
of the Independents. This was one of the reasons why the Independents were forced
to monopolize the floor in debate so often. It was the only place where their views
were allowed to be aired.
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APPENDIX Bs TEE PROBLEM OF DISSENT IN TEE PRE33YTERIAS-INDEPEHDEKT CONTROVERSY

Nothing disturbed the Presbyterinn mind more completely than the fear of dissent.
Truth was one and any deviation from tha should not be tolerated, much less encouraged.
Dissent and schism were synonymous terms to a seventeenth century synodical divine. In
the Westminster Assembly, the Presbyterian dread of dissent exhibited itself repeatedly.

Only a few months after the Assembly convened, the debate over ruling elders grew
so hot that Thomas Goodwin proposed an accommodation to bring the Scottish and English
Presbyterians closer together. Vide John Sogers Pitman (ed.), The Whole Works of the
Rev. John Lightfoot. etc. (London* 1824), p.75» Dec. 7* 1643, vol. XIII, containing
frhe Journal of the Proceedings of the Assembly of Divines * From January 1_, 1645» to
December 51, 1644. etc, Palmer at first agreed to Goodwin's proposal, but the next
day ha reversed his position and was Joined by Ley, and Jtanton. All three complained
that "accomodation is but a toleration, and a political act, fit for the Parliament,
not for us? and that it will leave all posterity in the dark, and that it will not
conduce to peace but distraction*" Ibid., p.76 , Dec, 8, 1643* lo them, there was
no room for a dissenting voice in matters of eternal truths. The Word was one, the
Spirit vho wrote the Word wa3 one, and the interpretation by the latter of the former
should also be one. Dissent was out of place.

Early the following year, 1644, the debates over government began to bring the
full force of dissent into prominence. On February 9tb, 1644, the Assembly voted to
prolong the discussions in order tc allow the Independents full freedom of debate.
Ibid.. p.143. Again, such a vote is recorded on February 12th. Ibid., p.147• West¬
minster Presbyterians refused to steam-roll the Independents with a vote. W.M.
Hetherington, in his History of the Westminster Assembly of Divines (ed. by Robert
Williamson, Edinburgh* James Gemmell, fourth edition, 18787, p.197. Hetherington
tried to use this fact to prove that the Dissenting Brethren were treated with
tolerance by Westminster Presbyterians. The truth is that the latter were not so
much moved by tolerance, as by the fear of dissent. . .and anyway, there was always
the outside chance that they could convert some of the Independents in debate1

The full Presbyterian viewpoint was aired in the Assembly on April 10th, 1644,
and recorded by John Lightfoot. Journal, on. cit., p.24,1. On that day, he writes:

"The Independents etill opposed, threatening to put in their dissenting
reasons: this much moved the Assembly, as unwilling of such a busi¬
ness. But I again urged that this was more sorrowful than terrible?
for that we being so many brought up in study, it was no unexpected
thing for us to dissent in Judgment. Howbeit, Mr. Marshall, Mr.
Herle, and others, moved for an accomodation in this business. I
interposed again, 'whether it be fit to delay time to see whether
we could give four or five content, which was uncertain, and to
neglect to give four hundred thousand or five hundred thousand
content, which we should certainly do in transmitting these votes
to answer some expectation:* yet was it swayed for a committee to
be chosen for accommodation, which was done."

According to Lightfoot, scholars are expected to disagree. He saw the Independents
as a minor cligtie of obstructionists, unimportant people in relation to the kingdom
as a whole. Robert Baillie also reported this incident in a letter to William 3pang,
dated April 26th, 1644,
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"To prevent a present rupture with the Independents, we
were content not to give in our propositions of Presby¬
teries and Congregations, that we might not necessitate
them to give in their remonstrance against our conclusions,
which they are peremptor to doe when we come on that matter."
Vide David Laing (ed.), The Letters and Journals of Robert
Saline, etc. (Edinburgh* Robert Ogle, 1841), p.169, TIT*

Again and again in the Assembly, fear of impending dissent unnerved the Presby¬
terian divines. In September, 1644, it was debated whether or not to suppress cer¬
tain "heresies". At the end of the debate, the Independents "offered to give in
contrare reasons to the Parliament" opined Baillie. Ibid,, p»228, Public Letter,
Sept. 16, 1644. A few days earlier, George Gillespie reported that the Assembly had
delayed sending in their causes of humiliation to Parliament, because the Independents
had threatened to give in their reasons of dissent. Vide his Rotes of the Debates and
Proceedings of the Assembly of Livines and other CoraTnissioners*"at Westminster. Feb¬
ruary 1644 to January 1645(ed. "by David Meek, Edinburgh! Robert Ogle and Oliver and
Boyd, I846), p.7°» Sept. 10, 1644. Of all the Presbyterians in the Assembly, George
Gillespie probably had one of the most moderate viewpoints concerning dissent, how¬
ever. In his An Assertion of the Government of the Church of Scotland, etc. (Edin¬
burgh* I641), p.151» be writes that

"A Synod must ever put a difference betwixt those who out
of a reall scruple of conscience, doe in a modest and
peaceable way, refuse obedience to their ordinances. . •

and those who contemptuously or factiously disobey the
same labouring with all their might to strengthen them¬
selves in their errour, and to perswade others to be of
their mind."

Dissent was permissible to hiia, providing it was genuinely a matter of the con¬
science. • .and providing that it did not attempt to proselytize. It must ever
be a silent dissent!

The unnerving spectre of dissent also crept across the scene in the debate over
marriage. On November 22nd, 1644, Thomas Goodwin threatened to give in his contrary
vote. This so upset the session that a new proposition was sought and at last "worded
to all content." Vide Lightfoot's Journal, p.337. A vote nemine oontradicente was
very rare. Vide infra on the results of dissents at the Assembly.

Rule number "J" on the procedure to be followed by the Westminster Assembly as
given by Parliament provided for dissent and minority opinions*

"No man to be denied to enter his dissent from the Assembly,
and. his reasons for it, in any point, after it hath been
firai debated in the Assembly, and thence (if the dissenting
party desire it) to be sent to the Houses of Parliament by
the Assembly, not by any particular man or men, in a private
way, when either House shall require." Lightfoot's Journal.
p*4, July 6, 1643, also given in J.W. Carruthers, The Everyday
Work of the Westminster Assembly (The Presbyterian Historical
Societies of America and England* 1943)» P»47

Trouble ensued over the interpretation of this rule, because it was not realized
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how much dissent there would he in the course of the deliberations. Ihile number
' 8!' also gave difficulty»

"All things agreed on and prepared for the Parliament, to
be openly read and allowed in the Assembly, and then offered
as the judgment of the Assembly, if the major part assent.
Provided that the opinion of any persons dissenting, and
the reasons urged for it, be annexed thereunto, if the
dissenters require it, tcCgethar with the solutions, if any
were given to the Assembly, to these reasons." Lightfoot's
Journal, p.4# July 6, 1643*

There is ample evidence that both of these rules were frequently violated.

Soon after the Assembly convened, it was evident that Presbyterians did not
understand the rule on dissent. On August 3°th, 1643« Burgos desired to dissent
to a section of the Covenant. lightfoot tells ue that,

"he desired liberty that he might put in the reasons of his
dissents which being granted, he farther desired, that
our resolutions might not be brought in till he had prepared
his reasons. This was judged, and that justly, to he in¬
tolerable impudency, that the great affairs of two dying
kingdoms, should be thought fit by him to stay and wait
upon his captiousness." Journal, p.11.

Burgee was acting according to the rules given the Assembly by Parliament, but it
occasioned much difficulty and ill feeling for his. When he received no satisfaction
from the Assembly, lighfcfoot goes on,

"our turbulent doctor, put in a petition to the House of
Commons, that he might have liberty to bring in his
exceptions against the Covenant, Thus would he retard
there, if he can, as he had done in our Assembly; a
wretch, that [should] be branded to all posterity, who
seeks for some devilish ends, either of his own or others,
or both, to hinder so great a good of the two nations." Ibid., p.12.

Thus Surges became the first (but by no means the last) Westminster divine to hit
the snag connected with dissent. Ha suffered much maligning while endeavoring to
abide by the rules of the Assembly. On September 1, 1643* light-foot is still
wrathful with Surges and speaks of the "pretended tenderness of conscience which
caused their dissent from us." hoc, cit.„ The next day the Assembly voted to
suspend both Burges and Price until they would apologise for the furor created
over the question of dissent to the Solemn league and Covenant. Ibid.. p»13» Sept.
2, 1643- lightfoot's Journal reflects the bitterness of the entire Assembly;

"We heard nothing as yet from Br. Burgess, neither can we
tell, what to expect concerning him? his heart is so stub—
born, that it is a weighing via. whether he can digest his
disgrace." Lop. clt». Sept, 4, I643.

A week lata, Palmer moved that Biirges be restored and the motion was debated.
Loo, cit.. Sept. 13, 1643* -But Lightfoot seems to have temporarily blocked the
petition to restore his. Ibid.. p.l4» Sept. 14, I643.
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Burges was certainly not the only one to discover the Presbyterian innate
antipathy to dissent. On September 5^h, 1644* the Independents dissented to a
resolution suppressing Anabaptism and this dissent prompted a discussion of the
procedure to be followed in registering contrary votes in the Assembly# Vide
Gillespie's Notes. op. cit., p.65# Luring the confusion surrounding this debate,
Philip Bye accused the sederunt of denying liberty of dissent. Ibid.. p.66. And
in the vote which followed as to whether or not the Independents could bring in
their reasons of dissent^ several influential members refused to vote, Marshall,
Herle, Calamy, Corbet, and Wilkinson. Loo. pit. Vide infra on the refusal of
some to vote.

Tender consciences and dissent were held in extremely low estimates by some
in the Assembly. On December 10th, 1644, Garter scrupled at trie wording of part
of the proposition for government., The debate which followed reveals the Pres¬
byter isn standpoint at its worsts

"the Assembly thought not fit to spend time upon the scruple
of one thnt will dissent from every thing that crosseth his
opinions and so we voted the title." Lightfoot, Journal on. clt.,
p.341.

John Ley was refused the right to dissent to a part of the Directory for the
Sabbath Lay on an extremely far fetched technicality. Vide Lightfoot'a Journal.
p.334» Nov. 20, 1644.

Thomas Goodwin also discovered that it was extremely hazardous to risk a dissent
in the Assembly, On "December 31, 1644, he complained to the Assembly that the In¬
dependents had been wronged in their dissent against certain propositions of Presby¬
tery. He did not approve tho procedure in such matters and wished to know how he
could redress himself. Gillespie, Notesf op. cit.. p.98. Two days later, ho again
spoke on the subject and accused the Assembly of having misunderstood his dissent.
Ibid.» p.99, Jan. 2, 1645.

The question of dissent came up often in the Assembly. It is obvious that
many divines did know how they should proceed in dealing with the subject. Three
months after Goodwin's experience a paper on dissent was brought in and read. Un¬
fortunately, whose it was or *hat it said is unknown. Vide Alexander P. Mitchell
§1 John Struthers (eds.), Minutes of the Sessions of the Westminster Assembly of
Livings etc. (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1874), sess. 404, March 27,
1645, p.72. One of the saddest commentaries on the Westminster Assembly is the
debate over Erastianism. On March 9th, 1645/6, the minutes tell us that Coleman
wished to debate and dissent from the proposition that Civil and Ecclesiastical
jurisdiction?; are separate. . .but he was reluctant to do eos

"Before I enter [in] to any argument tl wish to know] if
I dispute against this proposition whether 1 might without
breach of Covenant and charge of perjury make such a dispute."
Minute3. ot*. clt.. p.195, sess. 601, March 9, 1645/6.

The experiences of earlier dissenting divines had caused some trepidation in Coleman's
thinking. H@ knew, by now, that his brethren in the Assembly took a very serious view
of contrary votes. It can scarcely be denied that there was not always liberty of
dissent in the Westminster Assembly.

One of the distinguishing characteristics of seventeenth century Independency
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was the preference for small churches as opposed to huge overgrown parish churches#
Vide surra on National Churches in the controversy. Robert Baillie once accused
them of being satisfied with four or forty. Vide his A Dissuasive from the Srrours
of the Time (London* 1646), p.198. Ln 1629* however* Robinson's church is known
to have had 35° members* according to A. F. Mitchell* The Westminster Assembly
(London* James Nisbet A Co.* 1883)9 p.0?» Baillie also sarcastically remarked that
he had never heard of any member of any Reformed Church ever having become associated
with an Independent church. They were always too small 1 p«75. £L* Lewis
(Louis) Du Moulin, The Conformity of i;he Liscinllne and Government of those who are
commonly called Independents to that of the Ancient Primitive Christians. fLondon*
1680;, p.2-5* who placed the number of an ideal church membership at twenty-five or
thirty. The Frenchman contended that with such a small body it was easier- to bring
in an "ideal order* and to bring those who are of it unto the practise of good
manners and life* than in. . .great Churches. . .wherein Ambition* Envy, Factions*
Avarice, . . .and corruptions reign, and cannot but do so." William Ames, too, in
his The Marrow of Sacred Divinity. Drawna Out of the holy^Scriptures. and the In¬
terpreters thereof, and hrourht Into Method vLondon* n.d.), p.177 favored small
churches et, Geoffrey ?. Huttall, in his Visible Saint3 (Oxford* Basil Hackwell,
1957), speaks of the advantages to be gained in smaller memberships and the closer
bonds of fellowship in these small Independent churches, hot only were their
churches small, however, but the total number of such churches was also small.
Robert Baillie in his Journals, op. cit.* p.271* a Public Letter, dated April 25,
1645t rejoiced that out of 121 London ministers, there were not three Independents
among them. Cf. Korton Davles, The English Free Churches (London* Oxford University
Press, 1952), who speaks of the small number of Independent Churches in 1658. They
were a decided minority in England and this gave rise to a crucial difficulty re¬
garding the Presbyterian treatment of dissent. A large minority might be understood*
but never such a small one. Nearly every Presbyterian apologist of the period sug¬
gested that since the Independents were so numerically insignificant, they should
give in to the synodical brethren. E.g. John 'Airy* A E-oistoiarv Discourse Written
• » .to Mr. Tho. Goodwin, et al. (London* I644), p.22* "These men are but fe?/, and
their difference, as they say themselves, is hut small, and ought not to disturb®
the Pub11que Peace} Therefore they ought to joyne with their Brethren, and w® ought
not to allow them the libertie of a separation, lest a Schism arise from thence in
the Church. • Cf, Thomas Edwards, Reasons against the Indaperidant Government of
Particular Eoratrewnt ions * (London* I64T), p.l7f, whe writes in his Reason "VII"
that Independents ought to submit since they believe in synods already} et, Gilliam
Prynne, Twelve Considerable Serious Questions touching Church Government, etc.
(London* I644T, p.6, question "10", p.8. The London ministers also testified to
this fact *

"how few are those that have engaged themselves in the in¬
dependent way, in comparison to the multitude of precious
ministers and people inferior to them neither in parts*
learning, piety, nor any other spiritual gift* who are for
the presbyterial way of church government?" The jHyrng. Right
of Church Government (Paisley edition, 1799)* preface, p.ix, miapaged

Adam Steuart, too, in his dome Observations and Annotations Upon the. A-pologetlesll
Narration etc. (London* I643), epistle "To the Sight Reverend, and Learned Divines,
The Authors of tho Apologeticall Narration," unpaged, accused his opponents of being
outnumbered by thousands to one in their opinions and should therefore submit to the
majority. Again and again, he refers to the Apologists as "but five men". ma. p.
12, e.g. The inconsistency of all this was that Presbyterians generally deprecated
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democratic processes in ecclesiastical affairs, Vide supra on Democracy. Yet they
wished to apply them in order to exclude the Independents hy an overwhelming caucus I

We have already seen that dissent caused the Westminster Assembly iauch difficulty.
It now remains to be seen who the dissenters in that Assembly really were. The great¬
est injustice has been done to the small band of Independents who were labeled "Dis¬
senting Brethren" by their contemporaries and subsequent historians, The truth is that
there were several ireabyterians who dissented to various and sundry propositions more
often than many of the Independents. The following is a catalogue of registered dis¬
sents in the primary documents relating to the Assembly:

Thomas Goodwin (indep.)i number of dissents. . .5 LMinutes, pp. cit.,
pp.17, 18, 46% 158*, 244, 26? (i.e. sessions 537, 372, 525, 659, 688)%

Thilip Nye (indep.)« number of dissents. • .16 [Lightfoot, Journal, on.
cit.. p.323s Minutes, or. cit.. pp. 17, 46, 9°, 191, 251, 252, 264, 267, 293,
30% 307, 365, 365, 49^, 522*(i.e. sessions Dev. 7, 1644, 337, 372, 453, 594,
639, 672, 684, 688, 722, 745, 751, 041, 841, 955, 107s)].

Sydrach Simpson (indep.)s number of dissents. . .12 IMinutes. op„ cit..
jp.17, 46, 191, 264, 267, 271, 293, 297, 3°7, 365, 396, 522* (i.e. sessions
337, 572, 594, 684, 688, 695, 722, 731, 751, 841, 877, 107s)].

Jeremiah Burroughs (indep.)s number of dissents. . .5[Mimitos. on. sit-,
pp.17, 46, 297 (i.e. sessions 537, 372, 751)3.

William Bridge (indep.)* number of dissents. . .2[tlirxutes. 00. cit..
pp.17, 46 (i.e. sessions 537, 372)3.

Francis Woodcock (indep.)s number of dissents. . «l£Minutes. ox>. Alb,
p.112 (i.e. session 468)3.

Carter Jr. (indep.)* number of dissents. . .14£Bightfoot, Journal, on.
cit., p. 525} Minutes. op. c^t., pp.17, 46, 191, 221, 295, 294, 297, 30?, 3O7,
337, 396, 433, 331 (i.e. sessions Nov. 7, I644, 337, 372, 594, 627, 722, 725,
731, 746, 751, 806, 877, 932, 796)3.

Note: There were two Garters in the Assembly, William and Thomas. The
younger was sympathetic to the cause cf the Independents, but it
is not always easy to discover when the minutes refer to one and
when to the other, but in all of the following instances we believe
that they are references to the younger.

William Greenhill (lndep„)« number of dissents. . .51Minutes, pp. oft.9
p.18, 297, 503*, 490, 522* (i.e. sessions 358, 731, 746, 955," lG78)j.

Joseph Csrrill (indsp.)* number of dissents. . .llMinutes, op. cit.,
p.522*(i.e. sessions 1^78)3®

John Bond (indep.)* number of dissents. . .itMinutes, av« cit.. p.
522* (i.e. sessions 1078)3.

Thomas Wilson (Fresby.)* number of dissents. . .31Minutes, op. cit..
P.19, 577, 490* (i.e. sessions 34% 855, 955)3.
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William Raynor (Presby.)s number of dissents. . »2[Minutes, on. alt..
PP*377» 49°* (i»e* sessions 855» 955)3*

Joshua Hoyle (Presby.)' number of dissents. . .liMinutes, on. cit..
P377 (i«. sessions 855)3.

Thomas Valentine (Presby.)? number of dissents. . .llMinutes, on. cit.,
p.49°* (i.e. sessions 955)3.

William Gouge (Presby.)* number of dissents. . .it&iautes. or?, cit..
p.516 (i.e. session 1065))*

Stanley Cower (Presby.)* number of dissents. . .11Minutes, on. cit..
p.522* (i.e. session lO^Sj].

Robert Johnston (Fresby.)s number of dissents. . .l[Minutes., on. oit.f
p.522* (i.e. session IO78)].

Arthur Sailaway/or Humphrey Galloway (Preaby.)* number of dissents. . .1
[Minutes, on. cit.. p.522* (i.e. session 1078)3.

John Greene (Presby.)* number of dissents. . .itMinutes, on. cit.. p.
522 (i.e. session 1078)"].

Herbert Palmer (Presby.)» number of dissents. . .BlMirmtea. on. cit..
p.68, 74, 193, 254. 261, 284, 312, 384 (i.e. sessions 392, 405, 601, 674,
680, 710, 758, 865)3.

Reynolds, either Edward or/ Robert (Presby.)* number of dissents. . .
l[Minutes, on. cit.t, p.193 (i»e* session 60l)].

Jeremiah Whitaker (lreeby.)» number of dissents. . .21Minutes. on. cit..,
pp.289, 516 (i.e. sessions 716, 1065)3*

Antony Tuekney (Presby.)> number of dissents. . «llMinutes. on. cit..
p.193 (i.e. session 601)}.

Obadiah Sedgewick (Preaby.)* number of dissents. . .11Minutes. o£* cii.(
p.242* (i.e. session 656)].

George Walker (Presby.)* number of dissents • „ .2lMitmtea. on. cit.« pp.
284, 288 (i.e. sessions 71°, 714)3«

Charles Perl© (Prssby. )* number of dissents. . .21Minutese on. cit.., pp.
284, 100 (i.e. sessions ?10, 447)3*

Lazarus Seaman (Presby.)s number of dissents. • .10[Minutes, on. ait..
pp.19, 63, 80, 193, 258, 255, 272*, 816, 520*, 522* (i*. sessions 34O, 392, 416
601, 649, 674, 696, 1063, 1074, 1078)1.

John Lightfoot (Presby.)s number of dissents. • .6[Lightfoot, Journal.
on. cit.. p.llji Minutes, or. cit., pp.100# 119, 177, 254, 252 (i.e. sessions
Jan. 16, 1644, 447, 481, 568, 643, 672)3.
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Cornelius Surges (Presby.)s number of dissents. • .^(Lightfoot's Journal, on.
£it., p.ll* Minutos« S>&» clt.F pp.93, 100, 128, 254# 255# 242, 3Q8, 491, 516, 520,
520* 273 (i.e. sessions August 30, 1643, 443, 447, 497, 643, 644, 656, 752, 956,
1063, 1075, 1074, 697)3.

Thomas Hodges (?resby.): number of dissents. • .21Minutes. 01?. oit.f pp. 520^
531 (i.e. sessions 1074, 796)3.

William Price (Presby.)i number of dissents. • .2iLightfoot's Journal. 00.
cit.. pe13l Minutes. qp. pit.. p.520 (i.e. sessions dept. 2, 1643, 1°74)3.

Thorns Templo (Presby.)» number of disserts. . »l[Minutes. on. cit.. p.520
(i.e. session IO74)].

Biohard Vines (Presby.): number of dissents. • .liMinutes, on. cit.„ p.520,
(i.e. session IO74)}.

A complete list of dissents In the assembly is impossible to achieve, because
any such list is subject to the usual errors inherent in the task of tabulation.
There are undoubtedly many errors of omission and commission in the one given above.
It is only projected as a general introduction to a more exhaustive catalogue by a
future more exacting scholar. Secondly, it is impossible because of the illegibility
of the portion of the official minutes now in the Williams's Library in London. This
section deals with the first year of the Assembly and much of the debating over church
government. Gillespie's Botes record several dissents by the Independents which aro
excluded from the available Minutes. E.g. on March 20, 1644 (p.441, the Independents
dissented to a letter to the Earl of Manchester "diairing sore pity and favour to those
that scruple the validity of their ordination by bishops." Again, on p.65, Sept. 5,
1644, the Independents dissented to a proposition supreasing Anabaptlsm, which prompted
a lengthy discussion of dissent in the Assembly.

Further handicaps to tabulation are evident in the fact that several dissents
ore too generally mentioned to allow accuracy in classification. Gillespie records
that on Get. 11, 1644, p.94» two divines dissented to a proposition on excommunication
but they are unnamed. The Minutes also refer to several dissents by unnamed persons.
Vide e.g. p»157# seas. 523# Get. 23, 1645# where one dissented to a petition to Parlia¬
ment over the sacramentf et p.188, aess. 591# Feb. 17# 1645/6, where eight dissented
from a resolution to allow the stationers of London to print Bibles instead of some
printers produced by Philip Bye who were willing to print them at much more reasonable
prices. It is difficult to understand thin defense of Westminster Divines of a vested
interest, unless it was personal antipathy toward $ye.

The fact that Westminster Presbyterians did not appreciate dissenting votes also
contributed to the difficulty of tabulating them. On many occasions, divines with¬
held their votes rather than register a dissent. John Lightfoot was one of the most
frequent offenders. Vide the following instances: (l) Journal, p.76, Dec. 8, 1645#
refused to vote on issue of ruling elders? (2) Journal, p.219, March 18, 1644# admits
suspending vote on many propositions? (3) Journal, p.267# May 16, 1644, did not vote
on ordination debate? (4) Journal, p.292, July 3, 1644, refused to ballot on point
of liberty at the lord's Table? (5) Minutes. p»252, sees. 6?2, July 7, 1646, would not
even vote on the Srastian proposals when he was the only Erastian left in the Assembly.
The practise of withholding votes did not ewn&pe the notice of George Gillespie who
commends the Independents for being willing tc vote on all issues. • .even if they
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voted against what he was championing. Vide his Hotea. p.38, March 12, 1644* '^h®
young Scot had little sympathy for those who would not even cast their ballot. Of.
p.51, April 15, 1644* It ®ay have been that this lack of voting strength was due to
apathy among the divines as the debates wore on, but more than likely, there was the
thought that no vote was better than s negative one.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this catalogue of dissentss (l) Presbyter¬
ians disliked dissenting voices and did not know how to treat them in such solemn
surroundings as the Westminster Assembly? (2) Dissents rarely accomplished anything,
but there are instances of accommodations having been made as the result of minority-
reports or of dissenting votes which are indicated supra by asterisks (*), Cf . Alexander
F. Mitchell, The Westminster Assembly (London* James Bisbet & Co., 1883), P*156, for the
influence of a minority report by Gataker on a change in the confession of faith? (5)
The term "Dissenting Brethren" as applied to the handful of Independents and more
particularly to the signers of the Apologeticall Narration is one of the most mislead¬
ing practices of contemporary and succeeding observers. The implication ha3 always been
that the five "Dissenting Brethren" were the main sources of contrariness at Westminster
but the truth is that several Presbyterians registered more dissents than Goodwin,
Burroughs, or William Bridge. Herbert Palmer, Lazarus Seaman, John Lightfoot, and
Cornelius Burges deserve more to be called "Dissenting Brethren" than the foramentioned
three. Goodwin's vote against a few propositions concerning Presbytery created such
opprobrium amongst his opponents that they falsely attributed to him the name of
"Dissenter" in other great issues of the time. Thomas Goodwin once described it this
way*

"I have found by trial of things, that there is some Truth on all sides.
I have found Holiness where you would little think it, and so likewise
Truth? and I have learned this Principle, which I hope I shall never
lay down till I am swallowed up of Immortality? and that le that which
I said before, To acknowledge every good Thing, and hold Communion with
it, in Men, in Churches, or whatsoever else. • .My Brethren, this Bui©
that I have now mentioned, (which I profess I have lived by, and shall
do while I live) I know I shall never please Men in it. Why? It is
plain, For thi 3 is the nature and condition of all Mankind? if a Man
dissents from others in one thing, he loaeth them in all the rests
and therefore if a, Man do take what is good of all sides. M is ant
to lose them all, but he -pleaseth Christ by it. and so will I, for
this particular." Cited in The Lawfulness of Hearing the Publike
Ministers of the Chureh of England. Proved By Mr. Nye. and Mr. John
Robinson. Two Eminent Congregational Divines. Together with the
Judgment of Djr. Goodwin. Dr. Owen, a&d other Independents, as well
Ancient as Modern. Concerning Forms of Prayer. Parish-Churches« and
Communion with them* And the Judgment of other Bon-conformista about
Kneeling at the Sacrament.(London* 1683), P«57, italics mine.
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APPENDIX Bt KEY SCRIPTURAL PASSAGES
IS TIE PiESBITmiAS-IlDSPKmjaW CONTROVERSY

The different polities of Presbyterians and Independents in the seventeenth
eentury were due to a number of factors, but especially to diverse exsgotioal results
in a very small number of scriptural passages. A careful perusal of the respective
interpretations of these few texts reveals the main issues between the two groups.

(l) Acts 15,8 Presbyterians claimed that this was a synod of churches represented
by the jostles, its judgment was binding on all Christiana (hence, an infallible de¬
cree), and therefore a pattern for all synods in the Christian Church in all ages. This
was the most important text in the controversy and few writers on either side negleeted
to give it a lengthy treatment. In the Assembly, there were long and involved debates
over the meaning of the Jerusalem meeting. On March 13, 1644, Thomas Goodwin brought
a long argument against the Presbyterian position on Acts 15* Fide George Gillespie,
Notes of Debates and Proceedings of the Divines and other Commissioners at Westminster.
etc. (ed. by David Meek, Edinburgh1 Robert Ogle and Oliver and Boyd, 18467, p.40.
Goodwin took the words of the text literally and insisted that there were only two
churches represented there, Jerusalem and Antioch (March 14. ibid.. p.42). Cf. Thomas
Goodwin, Of the Constitution. Order and Discipline of the Churches of Christ (Forks.
I696 ed.), p.219, 220, IV. But in spite of Independent opposition, the Westminster
Assembly voted Acts 15 as the only text necessary to prove Chap.XXXI, "Of Synods and
Councils", Sect.I, of their Confession of faith* Vide 3.w. Carruthers, The Westminster
Confession of Faith (Manchester* R* Aikman and Son, 193?)* p.153*

For the typical English Presbyterian interpretation of the passage, vide the
following: The Divine Rinht of Church Government. by Sundry Ministers of Christ within
the City of Bondon (London: 1646), p.258, (I have used a Paisley edition of 1799)I
Charles Herle. The Independency on Scriptures of the Independency of Churches* etc.
(London* 1643/* p.l9ff» who admits that his is only an argument ex silentio. because
no commissioners are named excepting those from Antioch and Jerusalem (p'.20) \ William
Prinne, Twelve Considerable Serious Questions touching Church Government, etc, (London*
i644)* p»5* question number "8"j et John Paget, A Defense of Choreh-Covernment Exercised
in Presbyteriall. Classical, et Synodal! Assemblies, according to the practise of the
Reformed Churches etc. (London* l€41)t p.6lff., Chap. VI, "The Third Argument, taken
from the practise cf the primitive Churches, in the Apostles times," (Acts 15 is
discussed in this sectioriL

For the typical Scottish Presbyterian interpretation of the passage, vide the
following: Samuel Rutherford, A Peaceable and Temperate Plea For Pauls Presbvterie
In Scotland, etc. (London: i642t, proposition number "14" is about Acts 15 f cf,
Rutherford's The Due Right of Presbyteries (London* 1644), pp.337* 355, 373*, Robert
Baillie, A Dissuasive from the Arrears of the Time London* i646), pp.205, 207$ et
George Gillespie, An Assertion of frhs Government of the Church of Scotland, etc. VLondon*
i641), who averred that the multitude spoken of in Acts 15 was the Apostles and elders
rather than the people of the Church of Jerusalem (no democracy for Gillespie), p.118.

Independents had an entirely different notion of Acts 15« To them, it was a meet¬
ing of two churches only, the resulting decree was reeomm©tided (not forced) to the other
churches concerned, the presence of the apostles gave it a note of infallibility which
could not be duplicated in any subsequent synod, and the "multitude" (Acts 15!3LS) meant
that the whole congregation of the Church was_present at the council (hence, it was
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For the typical Independent point of view on Acta 15* vide the following* Albert
Feel (©d.), The Savoy Declaration of Faith and Order. 1658 (iondon* Independent Press,
1959)» Preface, p.28, acknowledged only two churches at the council? ilanaord Knollys,
A Moderate Answer unto Sr. Bast-wick*3 Book? called. Independency not Gods Ordinance.
© tc . (London*' 1 '^45 )» PP .9,13? "Aoror '^ill iamc, Auorleo of Highest ^ on a iderat ion Proposed
to hp. Thorn. Goodwin, ct. al. (London* 1644)* P»l* Wno questions the scriptural warrant
for the Westminster Assembly (it cannot be Acts 15, said Williams); John Robinson,
Justification of Separation, Works (London* John ^now, 185l)$ p.208, II? et Thomas
Hooker, A onrvoy ox the Sumo© of Church-Discipline etc, (London* 1648), p.Iff., Fart IV,
Chap. I. 1-any independents, alluding to Acts 15, struck out against synodical infall¬
ibility as was being claimed by 1resbyterian writers. Vide e.g. Henry Burton, A
Vindication of Churches commonly colled Independent* etc." ("London* 1644)* P»52? Christ
on. His Throne, or, Christa Church-government briefly laid downe; etc. (n.p.* I64C)» P*57»

The publication of John Cotton's The Hayes Of the Kingdom nf Heaven, And Power
thereof according to the Word of God, etc .H^ondon*" 1&44T* by Thomas Goodwin and t'hilip
uya caused a curious development in the controversy over Acts 15, difficulties arose,
when Cotton appeared to sponsor the Iresbyterian interpret*tion of the text. He ad¬
mitted that it was a synod (p.26), which many Independents denied. He admitted that it
was "a precedent and pattern© of due Church proceedings in case of dissent ion," (p.42
of a Boston reprint edition of 1845, by Tappan and Lennet) which also was denied by
many other Independents. Cotton's heterodoxy was so pronounced that Thomas Goodwin,
writing in the preface, takes issue with Cotton on this and other disputed points (p«9
ff, reprint edition). Distinguishing between Goodwin's view and Cotion's view did not
go unnoticed by Presbyterian apologists anxious to oatch the Independent brethren in con¬
tradictory arguments. In the Assembly, Lazarus Seaman quoted the Hers as an example of a
Presbyterian synod* vide Gillespie's Rotes of Debates, or. cit.; p.72, Sept. 16, 1644»
Both Rutherford and Baillie poked fun at the difference of opinion between Goodwin and
Cotton over the synod in A-cts 15* Vide Baillie, Dissuasive, on. cit.. p.142, 145? et
Samuel Rutherford, A. Survey of the An iritis-.11 Anti-chriat. Opening the secrets of faniliase
and antinoBianisme. etc. (London* I648), "Rpistle", unpaged. Samuel Hudson, in his The
j'ssonce and Unitie of the Church Cathoiike Visible, and the Prioritie thereof in regard
ox Particular Churches Discussed (London* 1645)", "n.8. also quote^the Keys in order to
prove Presbyterian claims on Acts 15. Cf. Richard Baxter, Church Concord* etc. (London*
I691), p.54, who cites the preface to the Leys on the use of synods? et Gilliam Hichol-
son, An Apology For the Discipline of the. Ancient Church* Intended especially for that
of our Bother The Church of --'ng-lar.d* In answer to the admonitory Letter Lately published
(London* 1659)* who often quotes from the Keys. e.g. pp.1, 44* 56. &11 indications p
point to the fact that John Cotton's Keys of the Kingdom of Henvon, did much damage to
the Independent cause and it is doubtful whether or not Thomas Goodwin would have pub¬
lished it had he foreseen the repercussions which were to arise.

(2) --at they 19* Ranking along with Acts 15 in importance, this text of scripture
was one of the most* important in the Proshy torian-Indopond ent Controversy. Debates in
the Assembly concerning it persisted for years, Selden said, on Feb. 20, 1644* that the
text referred to the Jewish "saahedrin"* Vide John Lightfoot, The Journal of the Pro¬
ceedings of the Assembly of Divines* etc. tVol. XIII, Dorks. ed. by John Rogers Pitman
London* 18247* p.166. On April 2, 1644* Robert Baillie wrote in a "Puhlick Letter",
concerning the Assembly debates, that Philip Rye was using trie Presbyterian view of
Fatthow 18, to show that their system was inconsistent with the civil state* Vide David
Laing (ed.), The Letters and Journals of Robert Baillie. etc. (Edinburgh* Robert Ogle,
184l), p.145* LP. George Gillespie argued in favor of appeals from one synod to a
higher synod on the basis of Katthew 18* Vide Rotes of Debates« op. cit.. p.81,
Sept. 27, 16/4. But at last, on Oct. 2, 1644* Gillespie reported a vote "That Katt.XVIII,
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holding1 forth the subordination of an offending brother to a particular church, it
doth also, by a parity of reason, prove a subordination of a congregation to superior
assemblies." Vide Botes on debates, on. cit.. p.86. But the vote did not end dis¬
cussion of the text. Or. Feb. 10, 1645, Seaman and Bridge were still having exchanges
in the Assembly over the question of whether or not Matthew 18 vae an assembly of
officers. Vide Alexander F. Mitchell et John Struthers (eds.), Minutes of the Sessions
of the Westminster Assembly of Divines etc. (Edinburgh? William Blackwood and Sons,
1874)7 p.5°, Seas. 377# Charles Herle finally admitted the strength of Bridge's argu¬
ment (loc. eft.). The next day, Palmer tried to settle the argument by appealing to
the Septnagint (ibid., p.52, 3ess.37B, Feb. 11, 1645)• Nearly a month later, the
question of a meeting of officers was still being bandied about# (ibid.. p.67, Bess.
39O, Mar. 5, 1645)» ^he passage reappeared in the Assembly on March 13, 1646, when
Seaman remarked that "it is considerable how this text hath been interpreted in all
ages." (ibid., p.200, Sess.603) Palmer was still discussing it on April 15, I646.
(ibid., S@s3. 622, p.445)*

The Presbyterians held that Matthew 18 referred to a church of churches, a
representative church composed of delegates from several particular congregations
meeting in a Presbytery and that there was implied a right of appeal to a higher and
higher court of jurisdiction in matters of discipline. A cross section of Scottish
opinion concerning the passage la revealed in the following works« Samuel Rutherford,
Due Right, op. cit., pp.31°, 311, 74, 77t Rutherford, A, Psac-cable Pica# on. cit.,
Proposition number "8" deals with Matthew 18f Baillie, Dissuasive, on. cit.. p,2l6|
at Gillespie, An Assertion, on. cit., p.2<Jff., "The Second Argument I i.e. for Pres¬
bytery] taken from Matthew 18.*17"3 icf. p.120, ibid.).

English Presbyterians generally agreed with the Scots. Vide The Divine Right of
Church Government (Paisley edition of 1799), or# cit.. p.257$ Charles Herle, Independency
on Scriptures, on. cit.„ pp.9,17, points out that if Matthew 18 taught that a particular
church could consist of so few as two members (as the"Independents asserted), then if

r one be the offender and the other the offen&od, then there would be no church to tell
it to on Independent principles (which was a shrewd evaluation and well nigh unanswerable);
et John Paget, Defense of Church Government, pp. cit., p.42ff., Chap.III, "The Second
Argument ti.e. for Presbytery] taken from the words of Christ, Matth.18,15-20", George
Gillespie, in Ar Assertion. op. cit.. p.200, also vehemently denied that a church could
have so few as two or three members in it.

Independents tended to take Matthew 18 much mora literally than their Presbyterian
contemporaries. Vide John Cotton Keys, op. cit., p.87? John Cook, What The Independents
Would Have, etc. (Londons 1647), p.lll et Richard Mather, Church-Government and Churoh-
Covenant Discussed. In an Answer of the Elders of the several1 Churches in Hew England
to declare their .judgments therein, etc. (London? 1643), P#43# John Milton even thought
that a church could consist of a single member1 Vide A.S.?. Woodhouse, Puritanism and
Liberty (London? J.M, Dent and Sons Limited, 195^)# P#7®» For Thomas Goodwin's teaching
on Matthew 18, vide Works. IV, pp.59, 76. Cf. pp.113, 123, 247.

I

Chapter 18 of Matthew s Gospel presented formidable obstacles to agreement amongst
the various Puritan parties. Its interpretation by Presbyterians and Independents
alike differed from the Erastiaas who believed that appeals should be referred to the
civil magistrate. Vide Burton's Vindication, on. cit.. p.65, who discusses William
Pryrue*a Srastian views. A Puritan's whole concept of the Church was more or less de¬
pendent on his understanding of this passage of Scripture.

(3) I Cor.3? text to the two aforementioned most controversial scriptures, there



were other key passages which divided the Presbyterians and Independents. I Cor. 5
was one of these. Presbyterians argued that the congregation could not excommunicate
by itself but that it must be done by a presbytery with the right of appeal; Inde¬
pendents insisted that a particular congregation has the authority to cast an offend¬
ing brother out. At Westminster, there were many squabbles over the meaning of this
text. Vide Idghtfoot's Journals, pp. cit.„ p.l40ff,, Feb. 3 5 16445 Mitchell and
Struthers, Minutes, op. clt.. p.53» Seas. 578» Veh. 11, 16451 et Baillie's Dissuasive
op. oit.. p.192. Cf. Hetherington, op,, cit.. p.l96»
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APPENDIX Pi PURITAN PREACHERS AW THE Oil! TESTAMENT

The Puritan proclivity to turn to the Old Testament is apparent in a study of
the Parliamentary sermons, I64O-I65O. One of the finest collections of these is in
the New College library, University of Edinburgh*

(a) Total number of sermons from January 25, 1645 to Dec. 50, I646
(excepting a brief period at the beginning of I646 (Jan. to the
and of March). . . .161.

(b) Total number of Presbyterian preachers. . .66.

(c) Total number of Independent preachers• • .10.

(d) The favorite preacher of the Presbyterian party was Stephen
Marshall who preached eight times; the favorite Independent was
Joseph Carrill, who preached six times.

(e) Total number of sermons preached from the Old Testament. . .126.
Of these, Presbyterians rare responsible for 108 of them and In¬
dependents only 18.

(f) Total number of sermons from the New Testament. • »35« Presby¬
terians responsible for 22 and the Independents 13.

(g) The three favorite hooks of the Old Testament were the Psalms
(27 sermons), Isaiah (21 sermons), and Jeremiah (8 sermons),
Presbyterians preached 24 of th3 sermons from the Psalms and
Independents 5, but both parties gave clear indication that
this book was their favorite.

(h) There are five instances of preachers having used the same text
of scriptures

(1) I Sam, 213O, Woodcocks, July )0t 16451 Dan Evance, Jan. 28, 1645*

(2) Haggai 2:7, ittaker, Jan. 25, 1643? Naynor, Aug. 28, 1644*

(5) Sachariah 3*2, Gillespie, Aug. 27, 1645? Baillie, Feb. 28,
I644; Pickering, Nov. 27, 1644*

(4) 2achariah lsl8-21, Wilkinson, October 25, 1643| bridge,
November 29, 1643•

(5) Janes 4»8, Caryl, Jan. 28, 1645» Fines, Jan. 28, 1645*

In numbers 1,4, and 5 the two sermons were by members of
different parties and it would be of Interest to compare the
treatment of identical texts by the different preachers in order
to see whether or not the Independents and Presbyterians agreed
in methods of exegesis. We have already compared Thomas Goodwin
with young Simon ^ord in this particular. Fide surra.

In the New Tectament, it is not surprising in the light of our chapter on
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eschatology, that the Book of the Hevalatioa was second (5 sermons) only to
Matthew (with 6).

The study of these Parliamentary sermons would he a fertile field for a
future post graduate# They reflect the changing tide of ecclesiastical, political,
and military fortunes of the Kingdom during critical years where more research
could usefully be applied. In the five years after 1648, Congregational preachers
gradually replaced Presbyterians as the predominant clerical party before Parliament.
Lelund H. Carlson, in his "A History of the Presbyterian Party from Pride's Purge to
the Dissolution of the Long Parliament", Church History. XI* 2 (June, 1942), p.86n.,
placen great significance in this switchover. Several writers besides Carlson, hew-
ever, have noted the importance of Parliamentary sermons in the Puritan Hevolution*
e.g. James Pulton Maclear, "The nfluence of the Puritan Clergy On the House of
Commons* 1625-1629", Church History, XIVs 4 (Dec., 1945), 275? 2. Hensley H®nson,
Studies ill i& ills SeyeRtaefltfa Cgntp,xy (London* John Murray, 190?)#
259*: H.J. Denton, "The Presbyterian Plot of 1651," Joirrnai of the Presbyterian
Historical Society of England. X: 4 (May, 1955), 1991 William M. Catanbell, The
Triumph of Pyesbvterianiam. (Edinburgh* The Saint Andrew Press, 1958)* 121* William
Haller, "Tho Word of God in the Westminster Assembly", Churoh History. XVIII (Dec.
1949), 215ff.J Si Wilbur K. Jordan, Tjjft. Development SiL MUsiSOSL TQ iteration id inglftnd
1640-1660 (London* George Allen & Umrin Ltd., 1958), 87,
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APPENDIX Gt RICHARD BAXTER AND PRESBYTERIANISM

Throughout this study, we have more or less consistently cited Richard
Baxter's various opinions always in connection with the Presbyterian party. Conceivably,
such a practice could be criticized although many historians would favor such a policy.

The problem cannot conclusively be settled by appealing to Baxter's own statements.
Sometimes, he seemed to speak as an Anglican, sometimes as a Presbyterian, and some¬
times as a "mere catholic". He was a warm personal friend of the great Archbishop
Ussher and shared many of the latter*s moderate Episcopalian ideas. Vide Thomas,
op. cit., p.96. Baxter did not refuse episcopacy when he wrote these words: "Yet we
are not presuming to censure all superior episcopacy. . .let able, faithful men be the
overseers and I am resolved never to contend with such about the business of super¬

iority? but cheerfully to obey in all things lawful. (Cited from Thomas, p.70n.)
Furthermore, Baxter freely admitted his difference with many Presbyterians: "For ®y
own part, as highly as I honour the men [of the Presbyterian viewpoint], I am not of
their mind in every point of the government which they would have set up." (Cited
from Thomas, p.72)

On the other hand, he sometime;; spoke as a Presbyterian. In his Christian
Concord: eto. (London: 1653)» P*31» h® wrote "those of us that are for the Classicall
Government" evidently including himself in the Presbyterian party. And in his Auto¬
biography (by Sylvester), p.131, he disousses the Independents as though he were a
Presbyterian: "But, in a. word, grant uo but as much, and take us but in. as we granted
to, and took j&, the Independents, &nd m arg oopte^t,. .jaftq, tfrta ngrgppcnt:, and &11
is endedt we desire no more of vou. r<*e never denied the Independents the liberty of
preaching lectures, as often as they would, nor yet the liberty of taking parish
churches. They commonly had presentations, and the public maintenance| and no
subscriptions, declaration, liturgy, or ceremonies, were imposed on them. Afrain. X
sav. I, ask from you no more liberty than was given the Independents bv their brethren
called Presbyterians." (italics mineT.

On other occasions, Baxter was content to refer to himself as a "mere catholic".
Vide his A Third Defence of the Cause of Peace. 1681, Part I, p.ll05 as cited by
Geoffrey F. Nuttall, "Presbyterians and Independents: Some Movements for Unity 300 years
ago," The Journal of the Presbyterian Historical Society of England. VQl,X (May, 1952),
No. 1, p.15, "You could not (except a Catholick Christian}""have trulier called me, than
an Episcopal-Presbyterian-Independent•"

Although Baxter usually spoke in behalf of the Presbyterian party, he was certain¬
ly not universally trusted by Presbyterians. Some of his heterodox theological notions
embarrassed his brethren who might otherwise have .jubilantly claimed him a3 their
champion. In a letter to Simeon Ashe, dated November 29, 1658, Robert Baillie writes:
"My maine purpose to yow at this time is, to let you know that Mr. Baxter does us more
harrae than all your Sectaries. The man's pietie and parts make us still honour, pitie,
and spare Mm? but his intollerable boldness, after his avowed Amiraldisme, to follow
and goe beyond miserable John Goodwin, in confounding the great head of Justification
with such a flood of new and unsound notions, does vex us." Vide David Laing (ed.),
The Letters and Journals of Robert Baillie, etc. (Edinburgh8 Robert Ogle, I841), p.
391» HI. Nor were the Scottish Presbyterians the only ones to criticize Baxter from
a Presbyterian standpoint. In Lancashire, where Presbyterianism was next to London
for strength, and where the system was introduced soon after it was in the capital,
several of the libraries banned Baxter'3 books as being unfit for general reading.
Vide Richard Copley Christie, "The Old Church and School Libraries of Lancashire",
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(Printed for the Chetham Society, 1885)» P*25» But at least he was in good company.
Thomas Goodwin topped the list of unacceptable authors' It can hardly be overemphasized
how important a testimony this is in determining how a typical Presbyterian community
felt about Baxter. To them, he was no asset.

In spite of conflicting modern writers, conflicting testimony from Baxter himself,
and conflicting evidence from contemporaries, the fact still remains that independents
(at least those in the post Restoration era) considered Richard Baxter a leader of
their rival Puritan party. Vide e.g. The Lawfulness of Hearing the Publike Ministers
of the Church of %gland. Proved By Mr. Philip Hve. and Mr. John Robinson. Two Eminent
Congregational Divines. Together with the Judgment of Dr. Goodwin. Dr. Owen, and other
Independents. as well Ancient as Modern. Concerning Dorms of Prayer. Parish-'Churches.
and Communion with them: And the Judgment of other Hon-conformists about Kneeling at
the Sacrament. (London: 1683), p.39» where Baxter is quoted as being a leader of the
Presbyterians.

We conclude, therefore, that the whole question of Baxter's ecclesiastical
preference is somewhat fogged by the facts if they are considered in their totality.
Baxter said he was an Anglican, yet spoke as a Presbyterian. Some Presbyterians con¬
sidered him unorthodox and repudiated himj yet many (if not most) Puritans in the
post-Restoration era considered him a leader of the Presbyterian party. Little wonder
that modem scholars have not agreed on this point. Our only contention in all this,
is to show that Baxter's views (as cited in this thesis) were characteristically those
of Presbyterianism. Our purpose is not to show that Baxter was or was not a Presby¬
terian at any given point in his career. Probably that question could only be solved
by some kind of an historical development of Baxter's eeclesiological views, beoause
in his later life, the emphasis seemed more and more to rest on the ecumenical approach*
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Section Is Primary Sources

-Ames, William, Conscience with The Power and,, Cases Thereof (n»p.*1659)* English
edition translated fro® Latin, 1632, This 13 available in the Works (London iL643).

9 The Marrow of Sacred Divinity*. • .etc, (London, printed by lidward Griffin
for John Rothwell at the Sun in Paul's Church-yard* n.d,).

Anonymous, A Letter of the Ministers of the Cjtv of London. • • .etc (London» 1645)*

——«—, [ "By a Wel-wisher of Peace and Truth"], Ant1-Toleration or a. Modest Defense of
the Letter of the London Ministers to tljg. Rev©r©nd Assembly of Pivine a (London:
I646T.

, .Cartaine MMMSDSiH R?asoPs ±2. $&2§£ prssepted ig, A Letter By. tfcs. Mlniatepa
£f Lopdop to thg. Assembly of Divines at 'Westminster, j. Jag.. 1etc. (London:
1645)• This is an Ironical satire on the london Ministers' letter intended to
discredit it.

—» Cartage Considerations &o Dis-§wade Men tram Further Gather,fog of Church©?,,
in this present juncture of Time. (London* 1644?)• Imprimatur©, December 23,
1643* John Goodwin is obviously a misprint for Thomas Goodwin. The former
did not sit in the Assembly.

A Cool Conference Betweene the Scottish Commissioners, Cleared Reformation.
M& the, Mi©jst©rs Applet iqpil, Napr^tjon, brought together M. &. 2*11-
3MX3SL to both (n.p.*1644).

■

» Christ o& 14a .Throne, (n.p. * I64O).

[By a Friend to the Parliament, Army, and Congregational Churches], One
Blow More at Babylon* • • .etc. (London, Printed by I.M. for Lodowiok Lloyd,
and Henry Cripps, and are to be sold at their shop in Popes-head Alley. I65O).

# Clavis A-pocalvptlca: . . .etc. (London* 1651). Dr. G.F. Nuttall, in his
The Holy Spirit in Puritan Faith arid Sxuerienoe (Oxford* Basil Blackwell, 1947)#
p. X09n», cites A. Gordon in !•!•!.» who says that1his book appeared in 1627 and
was written by Joseph Mead. It was translated into Sru^Lish as The Rev of the
Revelation by R. More, 1643*

» !a£lz. Independents. . . six tracte *2. commemorate. . . martyrdom of
Greenwood., Barrowe. . . (London* 1893).

, H?ftd© Agrepmept assented to thg, D*4te& Mini©ters In apj ©bopt
London* FormerIv called Presbyterian and Congregational (London* I69I). In
some respeots, the publication of this pamphlet marked the end of the Presby¬
terian-Independent controversy insofar as the Puritans are concerned.

, A Bpigf History 2t Presbytery &nd Independency. F£g& .AMIS Xlcsl
Original, to this Time (London* 1691).

— -, Journal© of the House of Commons. Vols. II (l640-»1642), III (1642-1644)#
iv (1644-1646)7 vTi646-1648;, vi (1648-1651), vii (1651-1659)9 X (1688-1693).
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-
f I "By Sundry Ministers of Christ within the City of London"]» Jus Djvinum

Regiminis Ecclesiastic! £2L 3&£l PyrtBB iisM &£ Government AsassSal M>&
Evidenced bv the Holy Scriptures. (London! 1646;. I have used the Paisley
Edition ty T.H., printed by Neilson and Weir, 1799*

.Religions. Sects. Societies. Factions, gf, t&& Cavaliers sow in Armea
against Parliament (n.p.: 1644)*

Toiioratlon .Justified, and £s22ggaiiaa. condemn8d. . . . etc. (London* 1646).
——.The Answer of the Assembly of Divines to the Reasons of the Dissenting Brethren

Against the Proposition concerning the Subordination of Congregational!, Clasioall.
Provincial!. and Hationall Assemblies. for the Goverrgaent of ifoe Church (London,
1648)•

— *, The Araigneaent of Mr. Persecution • . .etc. (n.p,* 1645),

——Thg. humble ftdvlpf of the aogynbly gt flivjn^a mi £x fruthor^y o£
parliament ... concerning a larger catechism (London! 164?)•

-—

, i "Philolaoclerus"], The Private Christians Hon Ultra or. A Pj.ea for thg
Lav-Man*s Interpreting the Scriptures, (n.p.! »•&.)•

["By an earnest well-wisher to the Truth"] t Vinfiiciaa Claviumi n . .etc.
(London* 1645)*

Apollonii, Guilielmus, A Consideration of Certain Controversies at this time agitated
in the Kjngdome of England. Concerning the Government of the Church of God.
Written at the command and appointment of the Walachrian Classis. October 16,
1644* (London, printed by G.M. for Tho. Underhill at the Bible in Woodstreat.
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